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Abstract: 

Now1 iMBE-grown crq.smf structures of uhrathin epitaxial Ni f h s  on Fe(001) and 

Cu on AgtlNZ) subsmtes have ken studied using glancing-incidence x-ray absorption fine 

structure spectroscopy (XAFS). Reflection high energy electron diffraction and Auger 

elecmn spectroscopy were u.xd to establish that the films grew epitaxially. In order to 

carry oat the dmcing-incidence XAFS measurements, a sample positioner was designed 

for aligning the sample in the synchtron radiation. Detectors were also designed to permit 

acquiring the spectra in three modes: reflectivity, fluorescence and total-electron-yield. The 

interaction between the glancing-incidence x-rays and a multilayer system was considered 

theoretically and experimentally to establish a data analysis scheme. 

It is shown that the Cu, 8 monolayers (ML) thick grown on Ag(atl), is body 

centered tetragonal with the c-axis king expanded 7.6% relative to the a-axis. The 

significance of this result is in the context of using Cu as a buffer between two magnetically 

coupled ultrathin 3 4  metal films. 

Ni can be epitaxially p w n  on a Fe(a)l) surface in a metastable k c  structure up to 3 

- 6 ML, then a phase transition occurs, but the structure is not stabilized until after 13 ML 

of Ni are grown. This thicker Ni has some unique magnetic properties including a 4th order 

in-pfanx= magnetic anisotropy which is more than 10 +iimes larger than that of fcc Ni. Our Ni 

films had thicknesses 3,6 ,9  and 37 W. The local atomic structure of both the stabilized 

phase (>13ML) and transition phase (<13ML) have been characterized. Ir is shown that the 

snucsture of the stabilized phase consists of local fcc building blocks and requires defects. 

FroiI. a transition stale (9ML) it is shown that there is an intemediate local strucnne different 

ffom either bcc 01 fcc. These results lead to the pposing of a defm-induced model for the 

&saved magnetic properdes. 
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Chapter I, fntroduction 

Artif~hliy altering what m m  can oRkr t ~ .  obtain new physical properties, magnetic 

Ks in particular, is of great interest in both science and technology. One way of 

s&Mize metallic maastable stmaurn. Sttch smctwes have atmcr%d increasing interest in 

recent years. Under the w~ellccmtrollal MBE conditions, atoms of o m  ekment can be 

rruci.J to ch;lractsrii?e the suucam: in d d .  Varictus surface strumre techniques have been 



to 6 monolayers (&El, but the attempt to decipher the structure of thicker 

7 - 
films, which 

stabilize afer f 3 ?t4L and retain the a i e  structure up to more than 1 0 0  klL, was not 

successful.[1 In c o n m t  to the complex quantitative analysis of LEED, x-ray diffraction 

can be interpreted by relatively simple kinematic theories. N o m l l y  x-rays are not regarded 

as a surface sensitive tool due to the large pei~etration depth (- micrometers). However, 

when combined with the glancing-incidence technique (see chapter II), x-rays can have a 

surface sensitivity of the fmt 20-30 A that is comparable to other surface techniques. This 

&wing-incidence x-ray technique has been exploited in reflectivity, diffraction and x-ray- 

absorption to study surfaces and interfacial regions. Glancing-incidence (also referred to as 

gazing-incidence) x-ray diffraction has been shown to be very powerful in determining the 

s t r u m  of reconstructed surfaces i1G201 when the noninteger indexes of the surface 

Bragg rods can be easily separated frol,~ the bulk signal. Tn principle, the technique is also 

applicable to the epitaxial ultrathin films. 

The technique to be discussed in this thesis, X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) 

which includes both extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) and X-ray 

at.rsraption near edge snuct.me (XANES), fras also been applied to epitaxially-grown 

films.[21-271 Being a local atomic structure probe, XAFS has difficulty in solving a crystal 

smcmre independently, But, by the same token, it can provide valuable complementary 

structural information which is difficult to obtain by the long-range-order diffraction 

techniques. Information of the nearest and the second nearest neighboring shells provided 

by XAFS can be used to distinguish easily different close-packed structures such as k c  

and fcc for 3-d metal ultrathin fW an& to characterize the distortion of the lattice when it 

amam. The XAFS technique is inninsicafly element selective, therefore the information of 

two neighbaing ultrathin films (e-g. Ni/Fe bikyers on a substrate and covered with 

mrber passive layer) can be unambiguously separated and studied independently. One 

cam have a higher level understar-hg of &e system under consideration if the information 

fnan both diffraction and X4FS at-e avail&dz8I 
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i n  this thesis novef MBE-gmwn crystal structures of ultrathin epitaxial Ni films on 

bulk Fe(C#)f) or Fe//Ig!OOl) md Cti cm bufk Ag(001) were investigated using glancing- 

incidence XAFS. The thickcess of the films varied from 3 ML to 37 ML. Reflection High 

Energy Electron Diffraction ( R E E D )  and Auger Electron spectroscopy (AES) were used 

to establish that the fif ms grew epitaxially (see chapter IV). In order to carry out the 

glancing-incidence XAFS measurements, a sample positioner[231 was designed for placing 

the sample in the synchmmn radiation (SR) with the incident angle adjustable in steps of 

13.5 pad Fluorescence and total-electron-yield were also designed to permit 

acquiring tfie spectra simultaneously h thre  modes: fluorescence, total-electron-yield and 

reflectivii* (see chapter HI). 

XAFS data obtained in the glancing-incidence mode differ from that obtained in a 

standard mode such as transmission. That is because the anomalous dispersion effects 

accompanied with glancingincidence often have a non-negligible effect on the EXAFS 

amplitude and distort the XANES, In a favorable case, such as thick films (several hundred 

A) evaporated on glass, the effect of the anomalous dispersion can be corrected 

qtrantiative!y as demonsbated by Martens and Rabe in the refle~tivity case and, by Heald, 

Chen and Tranquada in the fluorescence yield In both of these cases, flat glass 

surfitces ensured that the x-ray reflectivity curves could be explained quantitatively by a 

relatively simple rn0del1~~1 This was essential for the effect of anomalous dispersion in 

XAFS to be taken into account reliably. 

In our samples, the surfaces of the metal substrates were not as macroscopically flat 

as that of float glass and the total film thickness was not large enough to show any clearly 

identifiable features such as the Kiessig fringes [32]which could help the theoretical fining. 

Therefore it was diff~cuft to extract necessary parameters fur doing the correction 

quantitatively. To establish ttie upper bawd of the mrs introduced by the anomalous 

dispersir,n, we expanded Parraa's thmrfr r3I1 to calculate the electric field disriibution in 

h e  sample with &e a n d o u s  scattering factors computed using the Gromer and Liberman 
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relativistic anomalous scattering factor prograrn.[33-35] Hcdd's mrrscrion schaiiel -lo] 

was then applied to obtain the EXAFS phase and amplitude corrections in various mixfekd 

structures (see chapter IT). Our results indicate that in the thin film limit (< 10 ML) the 

spectrum obtained in the glancing-incidence mode is virtually distortion free. For so~newtiat 

thicker films, e.g. 37 A9L of Ni on Fe, interatomic distances and the ratio of ccx~rdinrition 

numbers can be readily extracted from the data without relying on the amplitude correction. 

Ni epitaxially grown on a Fe(001) surface is one of the few systems in which the 

overlayers izre forced by the substrate template to form a new metastable phase. For less 

than 3-6 ML, Ni grows in a bcc structure with the same lattice constants of the Fe 

substrate.fl ll Above this critical thickness region, RHEED and LEED studies showed that 

there is some sort of structure modulation of the initially pure bcc Ni structure indicated by 

some superlattice patterns, but no definitive conclusions could be drawn from either 

technique.[l l ,  12, 36] For Ni overlayers thicker than 13 ML, Ni was in a stabilized 

structure state again as indicated by both the same LEED and RHEED studies. This 

structure lasts to a thickness of at least 100 ML. In this state, the RHEED patterns 

indicative of the structure modulation started around 6 ML and became stronger but they 

were always much weaker than the original patterns from the bcc structure. 

The bcc Ni (first 3-6 ML) was of interest to surface science since it was a new phase 

of Ni. However, it was the structure modulated Ni overlayers that were more attmctive 

because they possess a 4th order in-plane magnetic anisotropy which is more than 10 times 

larger than that of fcc From the structural characterization point of view, the 

questions to be answered at the time were: (1) Does the structure modulated Ni still have a 

bcc structure and do those weak additional RHEED and LEED superlattice patterns simply 

mean a surface reconstruction or some sort of minor distortion of the basic k c  lattice? (In 

fact the inidal purpose of applying EXAFS to the system was to try to provide a positive 

answer to this question.); (2) What are the structural differences between the transition state 

(above 6 ML and below 13 ML) and the stabiIized state (above f 3 ML)? Our XAFS results 
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on the Ni/Fe systems indicate that in the stabilized state Ni (e.g. 37 h4L) has a local 

structure airnost identicai to &at of fcc Ni metal and in the transition state Ni (e g. 9 iZC) 

has a local structure distinctly different from either bcc Fe or fcc Ni (see chapter V). 

The second system (see chapter V1) studied in this thesis is a single 8 ML Cu film 

epitaxially grown on a Ag(OO1) surface covered with 10 ML of Au. The structure of 

the Cu in the CulAg(001) system as detmmined by using XPD and RHEED has been 

reported4* 9J to be close to bcc. This system is important in the context of the magnetic 

behavior of Fe/Cu/Fe trif aye= on Ag(001). Heinrich and coworkers have shown that the 

exchange coupling depends on the thickness of the Cu interlayer, changing from 

ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic for greater &an 8 ML of C.U.[~] Initial theoretical 

attempts to explain the antifmomgnetism assuming a pure bcc structure of Cu were 

unsuccessful.[38] Our EXAFS shows that the Cu is body centered tetragonal with the c- 

axis (perpendicular to the substrate) being expanded 7.6% relative to the a-axis and a-axis 

lattice constant being 2.88 A. 
The materid in this thesis is organized in the following way. Chapter II provides 

some basic information a h 5  XAFS and the glancing-incidence technique. Chapter I11 

describes the instruments and methods used in the glancing-incidence XAFS 

masttrernents. The sample prepamtion and related MBE techniques are discussed in 

chapter IV. The experimental data are analyzed and the results discussed in chapter V and 

VI for NilFe and CulAg systems respectively. Finally chapter VII provides some general 

remarks about the technique and suggests future work. 



Chapter Ii 

Chapter LI. Theoretical Aspects of Glancing-incidence XAFS 

In this chapter we first briefly review the EXAFS formula, then we discuss in  some 

detail the interaction between plane wave x-rays and a stratified system under glitncing- 

incidence geometry. Finally we combine the two techniques, i.e. EXAFS and glancing- 

incidence together and discuss three different detection methods. 

B.1) Principles of the XAFS technique 

When a monochromatic x-ray wave is incident on an atom, the absorption coefficient, 

y, of the atom can be described by F e d ' s  Golden Rule within the dipole approximation* 

for the photon-induced transition of an electron from an initial state t i > to a final state 

Herr: E is the polarization vector of the electric field and r is the electron coordinate, p(E) is 

the density of final states, E = Ei + fiw where Ei is the energy of I i > and h a  is the photon 

energy. 

If the absorbing atom has no neighboring atoms, such as in a monoatomic gas, p 

would be a smooth function of energy above the absorption edge threshold. In the presence 

of neighbring atom, however, the outgoing part of the photoelectron wave may be 

refiecwd back toward the origin. Since the initial state I i > at the origin is highly localized, 

tbe matrix element in (11-1) will be modulated by well-defined interference between the 

outgoing and backscattered wave which results in some oscillating fine structure as a 

function ofthe incident photon energy M a s  shown in Fig. 1. The fine structure is usually 

r e f 4  to as x-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS). The higher energy part is usually 

* U d y  the initial state I i > involved in XAFS is a deep core state, e.g. K-edge as m be dixttsscd In this 
tk&. In this ose the wavehgtb of the x-ray is much k g a  than the size of the initial state, i,e. the 
rtipokapproximation is vafi& 
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referred to as extended x-ray-absorption fine structure (EXAFS) while the lower energy 

part is referred to as x-ray-absorption near edge structure (XAiNES). 

8600 9000 9400 9800 

X-ray Energy (eV) 

Fig. 1 A K-edge x-ray absorption spectrum of Cu metal, the ranges 
of XANES and EXAFS are loosely indicated. 

EXAFS is well understood and has been applied widely in many fields of science. 

Compmtively, a quantitative interpretation of XANES is not that straightforward. In the 

language of scattering theory, the basic difference between the two parts of the absorption 

spectx-um is that in EXAFS a single scattering theory is usually sufficient due to the high 

energy of the excited electrons, while in X M E S  one would have to face a multiple 

scattering question.[2] In this work we will focus on the application of EXAFS while using 

XANES only in a qualitztive way by comparing the unknown with the references. 

In EXAFS the frequency of the oscillatory modulation in p as a function of incident 

photon energy is determined by the internuclear distance between the absorbing and 

neighboring atoms and the amplitude of the osc2latu1-y modulation is related to the species 



and coordination of the neighboring atoms. Introducing a dimensionless function of x-ray 

phom energy x to describe the oscillatory part, we have 

P = P , (  1 + X I  or X = 
P - P o  ( I t  -2) 

Po 
where & is the absorption of an isolated atom. 

The commonly used K-edge expression of for a crystalline sample in the limit of 

s d  disorder is given 

where the sum is over all the neighboring atoms. In (11-3), R, is the mean internuclear 
7 

distance between the central (absorbjig) atom and the jth neighbor atom; CK is the mean- 
f 

squared relative displacement in R, ; 9 is the angle between the jth bond and the x-ray 

pdarization direction; k is the photoelectron wave number, i s .  k = [ he lliw - E, )]In/fi 

where me is the electron mass and E, the electron binding energy; IfAkkJ 1 is the magnitude 

of the back-scattering amplitude of thejth neighbor and @fk) = cenmli(k) + hack,(k) is the 
1 1  scattering phase shift due to the central and the back-scattering atom. Aj  = 2c&-- + ---) is 

J R J  A 
2 the correction due to the appmxirnation of ignoring the variance of R, in the term 1/K, and 
J 

e-TAin the radial distribution This correction t m n  normally is rather small, 

for example in the case of b u ~ ~  cu at room temperature it is - 0.007A. 

~ ~ ~ i ' l i s  a phenomenologically added term to describe the damping due to the lifetime of 

the final state of the photoelectron in terms of a mean free path A, . $ is a slowly-varying 

dimensionfess function of k which describes the reduction of the EXAFS signal due to 

multiple excitation effects. 

For pdycrlystalfine cases GI-3) is usual1 y written as 
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where j sums over atomic shells and N, is the coordination number in the J& atomic shell. 

f n  deriving (If-?) a plane wave assumption for the x-ray induced photoelectron was 

made.[31 Curved wave effects can be easily included while the formalism of (II-3) is kept 

the same.15$ 6] When the curved wave effects are considered the amplitude4fk) and $(k) 

are replaced byfie&) and &{k,l?), but the R-dependence is small. 

The f j o  and fifk) in (11-3) can be either extracted from a reference system or 

cdcufated from fcst principles. With this knowledge the EXAFS data g(k) or its Fourier 

transfamr can be curve fi~d or analyzed by using Fourier filtering technique to get the 

structure parameters: R,, the coordination number of neighboring atoms N, and 2. 17] 
J 

11-21 Principles of the X-ray Glancing-incidence Technique 

U.2.f ) The medium parameters 

In the x-ray frequency range the permeability of a solid p = 1 to a very good 

approximation. This is trite for ferromagnetic materid as well. When considering the 

interaction of an electromagnetic wave with matter, the effect of the magnetic field on the 

elmnons in an atom is always much smaller than the effect of the electric field. That is 

v because the electron speed v in an atom is much smaller than c, so I v x B  1 / I eE I - ; << 

f , i.e. the magnetic force c;n the electron is much smaller than that of the electric field. So 

thraughout this thesis whenever the interaction of x-ray and solids is concerned the 

materials are treated as if they are always nonmagnetic ( p = 1 ) and the effect of the 

mgnehc field is negfected. 

Th.e simplest model of a solid is a fixed assembly of independent neutral atoms. The 

effect of a monochn,matic electromagnetic wave on such a system is described by a 

comp~ex d~tmtric constant given as the fo~owing [ 8-101 
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where me and e are the mass and charge of an electron, w = 2zv where v is the frequency 

of the incident electromagnetic wave and N is the number of atoms per unit volume. 111 (II- 

4) the oscillator strengthfi. =* h% I xjnP, where Xjn = < j I x I n > is the transition 
h* 

probability matrix element be&een the initial state I n > and possible unoccupied states I J  > 

of the atom (the electric field vector is assumed to be along the x axis) , h q ,  is the energy 

difference between the two states and Ti, is introduced phenomenologically to describe the 

broadening of the states. [11] The sum over j is to be taken over all possible unoccupied 

states including integration over the continuum of positive energy states. The subscript rr 

stands for the electron groups K,L,M, ... i.e. different initial states in the atom. The above 

formula is for a case of one atomic species present, otherwise another sum over atomic 

species is needed. Again, in deriving 01-4) the dipole approximation is applied and the 

effect of the magnetic field is neglected. 

It is customary to rewrite formula (II-4) in terms of the atomic-scattering factorf=f;, 

+ f *+  if*', where f, equals the atomic number in the coherent [12] forward scattering case 

and f 'and f" are the real and imaginary anomalous scattering corrections respectively: 

Since the refraction index n = . \ I z a n d  the second term in (K4a) is of the order of 10-5 

or less, upon neglecting the higher order terns we have 
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P 2m From (11-4) to (11-5) the substitutions N = No% and o = - have been used, where No is a 
Avogadro's number, p the mass density, M the atomic weight and A the wavelength of the 

x-ray. The anomalous scattering corrections f ' and f " used in this work were computed 

with the Cromer and L i b  relativistic anomalous scattering factor program. [14-161 

The method used in making those calculations was essentially the same as that given in 

formula (11-4).[~~1 

II.2.2) The Electric field in a suatif5ed system in the glancing-incidence geometry 

A theoretical calculation of the reflectivity &om a stratifed homogeneous system in an 

x-ray glancing-incidence case was fvst given by Parratt. [I7] In this section the same 

approximations of Pmtt's  are used and the calculation is extended to get the electric field 

distribution everywhere in the stratified system Hence the x-ray fluorescence yield signal 

as well as the ~fkctivity can be calculated 
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Medium 3 

Fig. 2 A schematic view of the electric field distribution in a 
stratified system. The notations for the field ampiitudes are 
explained in the text, the electric vector is perpendicular to the paper, 
the mows indicate the direction of the wave vector and 8, (m = 
1,2, ...) is the depth of the (m,m+l) interface. 

When a monochromatic x-ray is incident onto the interface of vacuum and a stratified 

system as schematically shown in Fig. 2, the expressions for the amplitudes of the electric 

field of the incident beam E1(zl), of the reflected beam E;(Z~), and of the refracted beam 

E2(z2) at a perpendicular distance z from the surface are 

0 0 
where kl= - and k2= &: = n2 are the wave numbers in vacuum and the first layer e 

respectively, z is taken as positive into the sample, and the (x, z ) plane is the plane of 

incidence, rehction, arid reflection of the beam. In the case of glancing-incidence (cp - a 

few miliradians) we have 



In the last step above we have neglected the second and higher powers of & and & , and 

neglected the fourth and higher powers of 9. 

From the boundary condition for the tangential components of the wave vectors 8y 

19], kZJ = k l z ,  and with the approximation k l ,  = kl for small p, it follows from (11-7) 

that 

k2.z = kl (@ - 2& - 2i&#I2 . (If -8) 

For convenience, we introduce 

f2 = ((;p2 - 2& - 2ip2)ln. 01-91 

Using the same argument of (n-7) to (11-91, we have the following general relation between 

the wave number of the m& layer and that of vacuum 

k,,, = ktf,  . with fm=(@-2&-2i&)ln,  @I-10) 

where # is the x-ray glancing-incident angle at the first interface (see Fig, 2). Then the 

expression for the refracted beam in the rnh layer becomes 

The dynamic properties are contained in the boundary conditions on the total fields: 

normal components of D and B are continuous; tangential components of E and H are 

continuous. For a wave with non-zero oonly  two of the above four conditions are 

independent, so we need only consider the conditions on the tangential components, 

By noticing that H = &?k x E, and after making similar approximations concerning small 

term in 6, f i  and (p as we did previously in this section, in the case of the electric vector 
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Xow we can salve the r y  (11- 13) and (a- 15) far the coefficients 

&find a b e ,  By dividing tite difference of (11- 1 4) and III-15) by their sum and 

substituting in the definition of& +rm we have 

,@-B) rn (E-22), we see that i f R  at one interface i s  

T a  mmy ikimf&m can be cahlatsd acamllnglyv pt.fded that the 
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Fig. 3 (a) Reflectivity: &l,z12 = IE:/%I~ for 8930 eV(so1id) and 9030 eV (dash-dot); (b) 
norm?Iized elecnic fieid intenshy ar ihe surface as a functicm of rk incident an@ for 8930 
eVCsofid) and 9030 eV (dashda); (c) the mnnaIized electric field intensity distribution 
h g  rr directiun for 9030 etr (did), 9330 eV (dash- 1 dot) and 9730 eV (dash-2 dots); (d) 
the penetration dzprh as a function of the incident t g l e  for the same three x-ray energies as 
in (cX (4 A sketch (not drawn to scale) ofthe relationships between the quantities plotted in 
GO, Cd arrd (dl. 



Fig. 3@) shows the reflectivity as a function of incident angle for two photon energies, 

8930 eV (solid) and 9030 eV (dash-dot) which are 50 eV below and above the Cu K-cdgc 

respectively. When 9 < cp, = $&, which is usually called the critical angle and is indic;r!ed 

by the vertical dash line in the graph, there is total external reflection of the x-ray, i.e. R -+ 
1, varies inversely with the photon energy. The separation between the critical angles of 

the two energies is too small to be shown on the graph. For the lower energy cuwe we 

have R = 1 at the low incident angles then a sharp cutoff occurs when rg --+ yt,. However 

the position of pc on the high photon energy curve is not that distinct, the transition around 

(p, is mucfi more gradual. This is a manifestation of the effect of the K-edge absorption. 

Ttre normalized electric field inrensity in the sample at z = 0 is shown in Fig. 3(b) as a 

function of incident angle. Here we see that as rg + (p, the intensity is -3 times larger than 

that of the incident This effect further enhances the power of the glancing- 

incidence technique. In Fig. 3(c) the field intensity in the sample as a function of the depth 

into the sample is shown. We can see that the evanescent wave intensity decays 

exponentidly with increasing depth and most of the intensity is confined in the region 

2 within 20 - 30 A of the sulface.The x-ray incident angle for the case shown is jcp, and 

time are actually three m e s  plotted for 9030 eV (solid), 9330 eV (dash 1 dot) and 9730 

eV (dash 2 dots) respectively. These three energies represent rough1 y the start (3.6 A-1 j, 

the middle (9.6 A-1) and the end (14 A-1) of a typical EXAFS spectrum. We see clearly 

that the depth profile of the elecnic field does not spread much over this wide energy range, 

i s .  the sampling depths are about the same at different energies. The penetration depth zl,, 

is defined to be the depth at which the intensity is reduced to Ile of the vaf ue at z = 0 inside 

the safffpIe. In (c) the deprfi is indicated by a anow shared by ali the three energies (the 

&&renee is less than 1 A). In Fig. 3(d) the penemirion depths rlf, are shown as a function 

of the incident angle for the three energies aas in (c). It can be seen from the graph that at 

m@es less tIran gr, the zll, is ;imm,ximtely independent of tbe photcm energy as seen in 



(c). In addition fKlm this graph we can see that there is a rather wide angular range where 

we em set up to take EXAES. Fig. 3(e3 is a sketch which combines the contents in (b), (c) 

and fd) into a qualitative xhree dimensional view to illustrate their inter-relationships, The 

results shown in this example, although oversimplified (only one interface), represent the 

prototy~~ of tEte behavior of the electric field in glancing-incidence cases. The result on a 

stratifed system would be more mplex ,  but the essence remains the same, i.e. 

(i) in a gtancing-incidence case when (p < gr, the field is confined mainly in a layer of 

20 - 30 A near the sample surface; 

(ii) this thickness is approximately independent of the x-ray photon energy; 

(iii) when yr + fp, there is an intensity enhancement in the surface region which 

could be 2 to 3 times the incident intensity in vacuum 

Point (i) ensures that x-rays can be a surface probe in the glancing-incidence geometry. 

Points (i) and (iii) make the glancing-incidence technique id& for surface x-ray diffraction 

studies. Point (ii), plus points (i) and (iii), make XAFS a suitable surface probe. 

U.35 Glancing-incidence XAFS 

In this section we discuss some of the methods of detecting the EXAFS signal under 

the glancing-incidence situation and the cautions that need to be applied in the interpretation 

of t;he relationship between the tfieoretical ~ k )  and the experimentally measurable p i ( k ) .  

Ttre discussions in this seczion are associated with K-shell absorption for ekments 

Eike Ee, Ni, Cu. Unless specifically mentioned, we imply that the x-ray photon energy is in 

the range of abut  6.5 - 10 keV, 

R.3.1) GIancing-itld&nce X"p' vs t h m t i c d  x 
Fig. 4 is a schematic diagram to illustrate the notations to be used in the following 

text. 



Sample 

Fig. 4 An illustration of the notations to be used. I, is the incident 
x-ray intensity, f ,  the intensity of the total-electron-yield, If the 
intensity of the fluorescence x-ray yield and I, the intensity of the 
specular reflection. m's indicate different elemental layers of the 
sample. 

EXAFS is the oscillatory modulation in the absorption coefficient p(E) and thus 

processes inv~lving the absorption coefficient will have EXAFS in it. When an x-ray 

photon is absorbed by a K-shell event, the ~pecul ar beam intensity I, will be reduced by 

one photon, and &ere can bc several final products of the absorption event coming out of 

the smface which include: i) fluorescence x-ray photons with intensity If which are mainly 

the K a l l  photons r2'1; ii) electrons (I.) which include Auger electrons, photoelectrons and 

secondary e1.ectrons due to the cascades of inelastic scatterings of rhe first two kinds; iii) 

ions h electron stimulated &sorption [22]; iv) 0 - 30 eV photons from inelastic 

scattering events of the primary electrons and fluorescent photons with valence electrons. 

f2?1 EXAFS has been observed in a l l  these in all these processes. The detection 

mec:hiurisms which have been successfdly applied in glancingincidence situation are 

R.3.1. I) Fluorescence 

A typical fIu0fescea~e spectnun for an MBE grown film is shown in Fig. 5 for the 



Fig. 5 Fluorescence yield spectrum for a 37 ML Ni overlayer 
grown on Fe(001) substrate. The pre-edge background is fitted by a 
straight tine which is extrapolated into the post-edge region. 

For a stratified sample the fluorescence yield signal measured as a function of the 

incident x-ray photon energy (with wave length A) and the glancing-incident angle y, can be 

expressed as [241 

The total ekctricat field amplitude Elwl is given in (II-25); pp and p are the mass 

absorption coefficient and mass density respectively; 73 is the fluorescent yield which is the 

@ability that a core-hole results in a fluorescence event. The fluorescent yield increases 

with the atomic number with 11 = 0.5 for Z - 30 6-shell vacancies).[24] The summation 

in (11-261 is over different absorption edges. In equation (II-26) we have neglected the 
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attenuation of l f  along its escape path from the sample. In the systems of interest, the 

outgoing path ( several tens of A at most ) is far less than the absorption length (a few 

micrometers) of the K, fluorescence photons of Cu, Ni and Fe. 

For the layered samples, (11-26) can be written as 

where m designates the dh layer; I,  is the incident intensity measured by the io detector; z 

is the ratio of the response functions of detectors for I, and I /  ; pi j = p$p*i~ is the jlh edge 

linear absorption coefficient of the ith layer at the incident photon energy, in particular p , , ~  

is the K-edge linear absorption coefficient of the sample layer; and 

which includes the contribution of layers other than the sample and the contribution of other 

absorption edges of the sample layer (e-g. L, M). The remaining term 

Ad 
F;i = - qij I 1 E;,,,A A, p, Z )  f2 /Io dz (for all i), (11-28) 

4~ di-1 

with a being the solid angle subtended by the I f  detector. 

We are interested in the energy spectrum above the K absorption edge. In this energy 

range the behavior of the Background term in (0[-27) is not readily available because it is 

mixed up with the K-edge jump and the fine structures on it. However, if we ~ s u m e  the 

Background in (II-27) is a monotonic function of energy, then the extrapoiation of 

B d g r o d  Mow rhe edge can be wed for rke post-edge xgioa. Because the absoqdun 

coefficients in Background do not have any structure in the energy range under the current 

clkmssion, this assumption means &at we are ignoring any possible structure in the Fs in 
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Background. The assumption is actually valid only in the energy range away from the edge 

and for an x-ray incident angle away from the effective critical anangle of the system. We will 

come back to this point in section IL3.2.2 when we discuss tne distortions in the near edge 

structure. 

With the background removed and signal normalized by the incoming intensity we 

have the absorption coefficient measured fmm the glancing-incidence experiments 

where we have dropped the layer designation rn for clarity and used E to denote the 

incoming x-ray photon energy.' An illustration of the quantity g p ' ( ~ )  is shown in Fig. 6. 

Because the energy of the fluorescent photon is fixed, the only energy dependence of zis 

that of tfre I, detector. ?7hen a partially transmitting ion chamber is used, as was the case in 

this thesis, this effect is reIatively small (5 - 15%) and can be removed using tabulated 

absorption coefficients.r2q Now from (H-27) and (II-29) we have 

* Nee as far as EXAFS is concerned the background removal in 01-29] is largely cometic because later 
iscrfrttim of the EXAFS oscillaitiorts involves anotherf nzore impftant, background subtraction; however, 
writing the data in this form is ronceptrmlly klpful when later we discuss ttK s o m  of distortions in the x- 
WY -edge--). 
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Fig. 6 p.."(E) of a 37 ML Ni overlayer on Fe(001). 

To isolate the fme structure in the spectrum we decouple each term in (11-30) into two 

parts: a smooth monotonic background which reflects the atomic feature and the oscillatory 

portion due to the coordination structure in a crystal. On the right, p~ = p.x0 -+ Ap and FK = 

FKo + AF, where the subscript "0" and the triangle "A'' stand for the smooth and oscillatory 

parts respectively. The reason that F also has a oscillatory part can be seen from equations 

@I-28). GI-25) and (XI-lo): F is ultimately a function of the optical parameters 6 and P of 

the sample layer, where Pis related to p by the relation P = jd. / 44r [261 and 8 is related to 

expr B through Kramers-Krmig relations. fZ71 On the left of equation 11-30, $'' = pKo + 

~ f ' ~ '  , where the kyg is obtained by fining the smooth background in the experimental 

pFt (see Fig. 6). The oscillatory part is no more &an about 1 0 1  of the total signal. so 

afrer normaling to the edge jump height and neglecting the higher order terms in A we have 



where Eo is the edge energy and the theoretical XAFS function X(E) is as defined before in 

equations (11-2) and (11-3). The value of &Y'(E,) is obtained by linearly extrapolating the 

smooth background of F r f E )  (away from the edge region) to the fmt inflection point. 

This normally reduces the error in the edge jump estimation due to the peak in FK,(E) 

around the edge due to the anomalous dispersion (see E3.2.2). An analogous procedure 

could k followed in determining the theoretical edge jump ~~o(EO)FKO(EO) in the 

theoretical simulation. This will then make the theoretical edge jump estimation largely 

independent of the detailed structure in the vicinity of the first inflection point. 

From (11-3 1) we see that the function Xsrpf deviates from the theoretical x in two 

pans: one is the energy dependent seating factor outside the curly brackets and the other is 

the oscillatory tern inside the curly brackets- We fmt take a look at the scaling term and 

then discuss the oscillatory one. 

The factor plyO(E)/plyo(Eo) is a smooth monotonic function of energy which appears 

dso in the experimental data obtained by using standard techniques such as trmsmission. If 

a reference compound is to be used to compare with the sample then the factor can be left in 

the data and its effect will be canceled out in the comparison. If the data of the sample are to 

be fitted by heoretical parameters, the energy dependence of factor pKo(E>/pKO(Eo) can be 

divided out by an appropriately tabulated atomic absorption coefficient as a function of 

in (11-31) is a smooth firnction of energy in the EXAFS range but it is not always a 

mono~onic fitmaion. Its energy dependence is dominantly determined by the x-ray incident 
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angle rp. When the incident angle is below the critical angle the factor can he descfibed by ;I 

linear function to a very good approximation and the slope is positive, The lower is the 

incident angle, the smaller is the slope of FKo(E>IFKo(Eo). The effect of FK(,(E)/FK,(Eo) 

seems weakly dependent on the sample layer thickness, for thicker layers the effect is 

larger. For a 50 A Cu layer in Au(lOML)/Cu/Ag, at an incident angle about 2rp, and 748 eV 
3 

(-14 A-1 which is about the end of a typical data set and where the effect is the worst) 

above the Cu K edge, the factor FK~(E) /FK~(E,)  magnifies z(E) by about f 3%. If the data 

is not corrected with the effect of the factor FK,(E)/FKo(Eo), the resulting EXAFS Debye- 

Waller factors would appear to be smaller than the real values, but the determination of 

bond lengths and the ratio of coordination numbers should remain unaffected. When 

information such as the density and thickness of each layer can be reliably obtained by 

other independent measurements, e.g. accurate reflectivity vs angle curves, the function 

Fo(E) can be calculated using a-28) and can be divided out of the experimental 

interference f u n c t i ~ n p ~ . [ ~ ~ I  For the sample studied in this work it is difficult to rely on 

the reflectivity measurements to deduce the sample layer thickness and the density because 

firstly, the quality of the metal substrate is not flat enough to have high quality reflectivity 

data and secondly the sample layers involved are too thin to have distinct features to be 

fitted by a simple model. 

As pointed out by Heald, Chen and Tranquada, the oscillatory term, --- @'a in  the 
F J E )  ' 

curly brackets in (II-31) produces a more direct distortion on the EXAFS interference 

function X.[291 Notice that F =F(& B, (p) and 6 = 6,(E) + A&E) and P = &(E) + A P E ) ,  

where again they are separated into smooth background and oscilfatory part. The 

oscillations AF can be expanded in tenns of A 6  and AD, 
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where 

= P o ( E ) I m x A j  exp i [ 2 M j  + Qi], 
i 

In the last step Im takes the imaginary part of what follows and A is the shorthand for the 

effective amp1 itude of x in equation (E-3). A s  is related to Ap through Kramers-Kronig 

so without loosing generality we can write 

where yis the amplitude ratio of AS and AP, and y is the difference of the phase between 

them. It has been shown that y- 1 and y= 3d2 .  29,303 

Substituting (II-33) and (If-34) into 01-32) gives 

where the K edge designation is dropped for clarity, k  = [ 2172. ( h o  - E, )]ln/Fz . and ~ ( k )  is 

in its complex form, i.e. ~ ( k )  = EAR i [ ZkR, + B), 1. The correction factor in the square 
J 

bracket can be broken up into its amplitude (Amp) and phase (Phase) components: 1291 
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These corrections can 'be applied to fie ampfitudc A and phase 4 in ~ k i .  Note for unknown 

m c m m  ihese mmtims em not 5e acrarm3y eva1us:d unless ir;ft~m;rtioii such as itsis 

layer tfrickm~ses and densities can be determined by some independent csperimznts, e,g. 

quantitatively accurate reflectivity and fluorescence $eld measurmxnts as functions of 

incident angles at some selected energies. In section D.3.2 we will use these eqttririrzns to 

estimate the effects of rhe amplitude and phase conections needed for the d m  obtained in 

glancing-incideme fror v;rriorrs sysums. 

Ef.3.1.2) Totat-electron-yield (El') 

A typical total-electron-yield spectrum for a MBE grown film is shown in Fig, 7. 



If 

the i~tensity of Auger elecullsr yield is also chxtly pmpo~tional to the absorption 

coefficient. So if ogly the Auger electrons kg. KLL) are detected, the formulas in II.3.1.1 

s b k f  remain valid fix I, of the Auger process as well, except the fluorescence yield 

stroufd be repfaced by the Auger yield coefficient. As a matter of fact, because the inelastic 

m a n  free path of rbe Auger elaaws is limited to only several ten A (e.g. 35 A fw KLL 

i n -  the Auger elsmn detection is intrinsically surfat=e selective no matter 

what tlrt: kcidat mgk is* Auger eiectrons have been used in surfxe studies in a t'W 

cnvinnunent. E2I Ihe quire-t of UHV environment limits the herange of the 

~ I b b i l i t y  of &is detection made and systems like liquid surfaces and burid interfaces 

am not accessible. 

If, itf,wever, all the outcoming electrons are detected as I ,  ir has ken shown that like 

in tfre Auger crt. f lbio~xp- sase, lJ10 also gives fine smtctune analog(ws to XAFS 

obtainsd by msmissim. Ttae early faudies suggested that dthouejl the frequencies of the 

& a - y i e k t  CTEY) fine are identical to that frorn ttte tiafumission the 

anptirudes in TEY XAFS show rom reductions ( -15 to -3096 ).[321 But later studies 

kavg h a m  m h  SmaiImmpiinde deviarJcMls, a b u t  FSQ, the transmission 

X A F S . ~ ~ ~ ?  411 Although here have been m y  sucfesws in apptying TEY XAFS in 

AM the sysmnak on TEY mentioned above ae fix large x-ray incident angle 



not unreasonable to expect that in the glancingincidence case I$& also produces XAFS 

just Eke the way fluixescence does. The formulae in section 11.3.1.1 should also hold if 

is replaced by f, and the yield efficiency q is understood as that of the secondary efeutrons. 

As we shall see in Chapter Ifl this assumption is supported by experimental results. 

Because tfK TEY signal is dominated by the secondary electrons which are produced by 

inelastically scattered Auger electrons, [321 an CTHV condition is not necessary for the 

detection of these secondary electrons. This makes TEY detection rather simple and 

powerful (see also Chapter m). 

E3.12) Reflectivity 

A typical reflectivity sgeamm of a Ni film grown on a Fe substrate is shown in 

Eg. 8. 

Fig 8 A wid reflectivity spectrum for a Ki film grown on 
Fe(QO1) by mE 
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The fmt systematic measurement and analysis of reflectivity EXAFS spectra were 

carried out by Martens and ~ a b e l ~ ~ .  36-381 for the K edge of copper films (several 

hundred A thick) evaporated on glass substrates. As pointed out by these authors, in 

generat the imaginary part of the refraction index, RE), can be calculated from the 

reflectivity tRIZ (E, fP)P which has been measured in the complete angular-energy space, 

but the number of points that have to be measured (105 points with a signal-to-noise ratio 2 

I@) lw makes this general approach unacceptably time-consuming. They therefore 

applied an approximate approach to isolate, jW7t[303 371 from the reflectivity measured as 

a function of x-ray energy and incident angle. However, even with the approximate method 

one would have to have informarion such as density and thickness of each layer in the 

m p l e  and above all, quantitatively murate reflectivity data from which the raw 

absorption data can be retrieved. In the ultrathin samples we studied quantities like the 

densities and thicknesses are not easily obtainable. In addition to these difficulties, the 

flatness of the crystal metal substrate appears far less i d d  than that of float glass, and 

unlike the basically one interface problem studied by Martens and Rabe, we have a system 

of at feast three interfaces for air, cover layer, sample layer and substrate. These factors 

further prevent us from hoping to reliably exmct the B"p' by fitting the detail of the 

reflectivity curves with the simple model described in 11.2.2. So we had to use some 

metha& otfser than that of Martens and Rak. 

A simple qualitative argument seems to lead to satisfactory results for extracting x(E) 

&wn tfte reflectivity as a function of x-ray energy. By energy ~onsenratiol~, the sum of 

sxt&x& intensity and absortzed intensity should be equal to the incident intensity. When qp 

I fff if we appficiximare the scatrered b t e ~ l i i r ~  by &e s ~ ~ a r  beam I, ,  because the coherent 

scaaaing is dominanr in sueh c z ~ e s , ~ ~ ~ ~  *heo we have 



where labsorb is proportional to the absorption coefficient j.4. Therefore 

So approximately the quantity (1 - fJZo ) can be treated just like I p l f ,  or ie/IO to extract the 

~ ( k ) .  Although this method of extracting XAFS from reflectivity has been practised by 

quite a few research groups [4@421, there has been a lack of systematic studies to ev;ilu;m 

the extent of its validity. Nevertheless in the next chapter we will see that in practice the 

EXAFS data extracted using (II-39) have the same frequency content as the data obtained 

from the other two methods, but the amplitude obtained is more uncertain than that of the 

other two methods. 

The anomalous dispersion effects are also included in IJIo. This can be seen from the 

relation fJl0 = RrZ12 where the latter is a function of 6 and P of the system. In a favorable 

sample case (large,fiat and thicker samples) it was claimed that the effects of anomalous 

dispersion in the reflectivity EXAFS data could also be corrected in a similar way as that 

for the fluorescence. 1431 

II.3.2) Anomalous Scattering Effect 

Frorn the discussion of the previous section we see that the XANES and EXAFS 

spectra obtained in glancing incidence mode are not exactly the same as those obtained in  a 

conventional mode, e.g, the transmission. In this section we examine how large the 

deviations are and the situations in which they are minimized. We first deal with EXAFS 

and &en X A N E S .  

I1.3.2. I) Distmion in gfmcing-hdence EXAFS 

The ampfitude and phase c-tims for the interference function ~ l k )  are given by 

equation a-36). To calculate &em we need to use the equations 01-37] and 111 -28 j. Thi s 

means we must cafculaze thr: electtical field everywhere in the sample using the equation 
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fR-25). When the optical parametas are available for each layer of the sample these 

corrections can be calculated and therefore the corrected ~ ( k )  can be obtained from PY*. 

Fig. 9 and fig. 10 shows the calculated results of Amp and Phase at at the Cu K-edge for 

(a) Au(l OML)/Cu(gML)IAg, (b) AU(IOML)/CU(SOA]/A~ and (c) 

AU(IOML)/CU(~~~A)/A~.  The f i r  two sample layer thicknesses in (a) and (b) ( 8 ML and 

50 A) are the typical ones studied in this work. Case (c) is chosen to compare our results 

with similar results in the litmature. In the calculation the bulk crystal densities were used. 

Fur the 8 ML Cu case replacing the bulk fcc Gu density (8.96 g h 3 )  with the more realistic 

" k t  Cut' (to be discussed in Chapter Vf) density 8.2 1 glcm3 would change the Amp and 

Phare shown in Fig. 9(a) by onfy a negligible amount (less than 0.4% in Amp and 0.44% 

rad in Pfme respectively). 
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Fig- 9 The phase correction term as a function of the incident angle (teft column) and of 
fir: x-ray ener (right coimrrj. The three rows cornspond to the layer thickness 8ML, 
MA and 400 A" respectively. In each graph in the left column the solid and dash-dot lines 
correspond to the wavenumbers 2 A-' and 14 A-l respectivef y; in the right column the 
solid and dash-dot correspod to the incident angles (p, and j ; ~  respectively. ( me is 
&at of ell., 



Fig. f O The ampfitude conedons are plotted as functions of incident angle and x-ray 
energy. The notations used are the same as those in Fig.9. 



First we examine the anomalous dispersion effects in th-e phase of the EXAFS 

interference function which decides how accurate the bond length determination can k. 

The left column of Fig. 9 shows the term P h e  as a function of the incident angle for the 

Cu layer thicknesses. In this column the two curves in each graph correspond to the 

starting and ending wavenumbers of a typical glancing-incidence EXAFS spectrum, the 

curves for other wavenumkrs would fall in between these two if plotted. The bigge-it 

phase change occurs around the critical angle of Cu in this energy range, i.e. about 6 11ir;ld, 

and the absolute phase shift increases as the Cu layer thickness increases (notice the 

different vertical scales). On the right side of Fig. 9 the term PJcrse as a function of photo- 

electron wavenumber is plotted. In these three graphs the two curves correspond to two 

typical incident angles, namely, near tpc and below ip,. In a glancing-incidence EXAFS 

interference function X(k) the total phase is (2Wi -t cf, + Phase), so if we approximate the 

term PFise by a straight line a + bk then the error in determining the distance R caused by 

tenn Phase is of the order of AR = $. The results of the estimated AR are listed in Table 1.  

Thickness 

Table I. The AR values are one half of the slopes of the straight lines 
which are last-squares fitted to the curves in (b), (d) and (f) of 
fig. 9. In the case of the 400 A Cu layer at tpc the two A!? values are 
estimated fn,m rhe low k and high k part of the curve respectively. 



Tf we consider that the accuracy of standard EXAFS techniques in bond length 

determination is typically 0.01 A to 0.02 A,[35J we see from Table I that as far as the 

distance determination is concerned the anomalous dispersion effect is negligibly small. 

However, caution is needed in dealing with the worst case, a thick (several hundred A) 

sample layer at the critical angle. In the case shown in Fig. 9(f) the nonlinearity in the 

Phase vs k curve may cause difficulties in distinguishing the contribution to the phase of 

two beating shells from the anomalous dispersion effect. To avoid this sort of problem it is 

2 better to have some data at lower incident angles, e.g. gqc in this particular case. In all the 

samples studied in this thesis the maximum sample layer thickness is around 50 A, so the 

distortion in the bond length determination due to the anomalous dispersion is neglected. 

Similar calculations of Amp and Phase as discussed above have also been carried out 

for the A1/Ni/Fe system (with Ni being the sample layer), the results are similar to that of 

AdCttlAg and the estimation in Table 1 also holds for the Ni case. 

In Fig. 10 the amplitude correction factor Amp is plotted as a function of the incident 

angle (left column) or as a function of the x-ray energy (right column) for the same three 

Cu layer thicknesses as in Fig. 9. Again, the two curves in the left column graphs 

correspond to the starting and ending wavenumbers of a typical glancing-incidence EXAFS 

specaum, and the two curves in the right column graphs are for the incident angles pc and 

&pC. As shown in Fig. 10(a), when the sample layer is only a few monolayers thick, the 
3 

amplitude correction is of the order of 5% in the worst case. This is within the uncertainty 

range of optimized EXAFS measurements, i-e. about 10d351 zitd therefore no 

cmctions for the originat are necessary in such cases. On the other hand when the 

sample layer thickness is large, the amplitude cumtion can be enormous as the cg, is 

approached as shown in Fig. 1Wc) and (e), As shown in the right column of Fig. 10, in 

mast cases the amplitude corntiom are marly constant in the energy spectrurn with the 

exception of a thick sample (several hundred A) at the critical angle (see Fig. 100). This 
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simplifies the factor Amp to a single parameter when the amplitude corrections are needed. 

Also because of this uniformity in energy space above the Cu K-edge the ~ ( k )  of all the 

shells are equally affected, so the relative strength between the shells are undistorted by the 

anomalous dispersion. 

To compare the amplitude corrections discussed above to experimental data, we did 

calculations for the case of a several hundred A thick Au film evaporated on a float glass 

substrate. In Fig, 11 the factor Amp as a function of the incident angle is plotted for two 

different Au thicknesses. The experimental data taken from Ref. 29 are shown with the 

error bars. The x-ray photon energy used for the theoretical ct~rves is 12065 eV which 

corresponds to a wavenumber 6.2 A-l, i.e. roughly in the middle of the experimental 

spectra in the k space. The calculated curve is not sensitive to the x-ray energv. in ma king 

the figure the angular zero of the experimental data have been shifted by 0.6 mrad whiih is 

presumably due to either an experimental calibration error or an inaccuracy in the optical 

parameters used in the calculation. The overall qualitative agreement between the 

experimental data and the thearetical predictions are satisfactory, eonsidefed the calculation 

is idealized which ignores practical factors such as surface roughness. Around the critical 

angle region the amplitude correction seems to 5e overestimated by the theoretical results. 



Fig. 11 Comparison of the calculated EXAFS amplitude correction 
with experimental data of a Au film evaporated on glass. The solid 
curve is for ~u(300A)/@ass and the dash-dot curve is for 
~u(400A)f~lass. The filled circles are experimental data. 

II.3.2.2) Distortion in glancing-incidence XAhlS 

Being part of the fine sm cture, XANES also suffers from the same distortions 

discussed in the previous sections for EXAFS. In addition, since XANES is in the vicinity 

of the edge where the anomlous dispersion effect is the strongest there exists yet another 

kind of distortion which is the subject of this section. 

In section fI.3.1.1 when we exmcted V f ( E )  from the raw signal I '  we had 

assumed that the Backgrod in (If-27) (actually rhe quantity Fe given by formula (11-28)) 

was a monotonic function of energy, About 20 eV away from the sample absorption edge 

that certainIy is the case, but in the vicinity of the absorption edge due to the anomalous 
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dispersion Fii actually has a pronounced peak. This is shown by the theoretical calculation 

presented in Fig. 12 for the system Au(lOhIL)/Cu(8ML)/Ag. In dlis case the Fij involve the 

hkdges for the Au and Ledges for the A g  

Fig. 12 Calculated k,Fcu, Bockground = pAuFAu t pAgFfIg for 
Au(lOm)/Cu(8m)/Ag. 

Although only the f and f' of the sample layer have the resonance behavior in this 

energy region, due to the boundary condition confinement once the electric field 

distribution in the sample layer is suddenly changed because of the anomalous dispersion 

the field dis&&ution in the cover layer and he  substrate will also change reactivefy. Thus 

thereso-ce peak appears in all the three layers. As a matter of fact, the total 

absorption of Au and Ag is comparable to, or larger than that of the Cu in the case under 

consideration, the mtfibutiun in the total yield signal is mainly from the cover layer and 

the substmte. Because tltir pronounced peak at the edge can not be removed by the usual 
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background removal procedure (e.g. by smoothing or polynomial fitting), if the entire yield 

signal were detected the XANES would be severely distorted as shown in the upper curve 

of Fig. 13. However, if only the Cu signal were detected, the distortion would be reduced 

by more than an order of magnitude as shown in the middle curve of Fig. 13. Comparing 

with the undistorted case shown in the lower curve the distortion remaining in the "filtered" 

data (the middle curve) is hardly noticeable. In the worst case ( + R) it is less than 2% 

of the jump at 5 eV above the Cu K edge and is limited to a range of about 10 eV above the 

edge. This residual distortion leaves d l  the detailed near edge structure virtually unaffected. 

r I I I I I I I I 

Fig. 13 Comparison of calculated , u A ~ F ~ ~  + kILFcL(  + ~ A ~ F A ~  
(upper e w e )  and p&ca (midde curve) far 
Au(lOML)/zflu(8ML)/Ag. The lower curve is W-K of Gu calculated 
hmJ"' which in rn is caicuiaml using an ab intio f o d s m  of 
Cmmer and L i b .  The w e s  were normalized to h e  edge 
jump in each case and were displaced for clarity. 



cafe of a thin sample layer the ano-us dispt-rsim distortion hy the sampk i tsttl f is sttr;tlf. 

F a  a thick sample tfie distmion from the sampk layer itself wmM hr rather large and can 

d y  be comcteb by a reliable calculation of the quantity F defined by quarim c 11-2s). 

which has been claimed to be possible by Tourillon and coworkers. ljJl 

FP.3.2.3) Discussion 

The cor;rectiun scheme outlined in I1.3.2.1 and discussed in the previous two section\ 

isbasedon amode1 &a 2dimensiond iisornylic layer. Furcrystaltitle h y m  it may twcak 

&own in some subtle ways due to the existence af m y  Bhch waves in the layer. Thcrt: 

are also slome limitatims in applying the c M m  rnethsd quantitatively to tfre ulmthin 
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Chapter III Experimental Aspects of Glancing-incidence XAFS 

In this chapter we discsuss some of tfie experimental aspects of glancing-incidence 

XAFS. The main fwus is on the instruments and methods developed in this work. A 

detailed discussion on technical matters concerned with XAFS experittwrlts on ;1 

synchrotson radiation h a m  line can be found in Ref. 1. 

A schematic view of a typical expt:rimctntd set-up for glancing-incidence XAFS using 

hard x-rays is shout  beIw in Fig. 1. When a charged particle is arcelcr~ted it produces 

radiation, In particular, when charged pruticles are accelerated in circular motirm with il 

near the speed of light, the ndiatim emitted is usually ternled as .S'~rc.hrofmri 

radiation. There are many useful properties associated with synchmmn ndiation121. 

primarily they include i) high intensity; ii) h a d  specuaf range; iii) natural coilimation; iv) 

high pdarization and v) p u l d  time structure- The properties i)-iv) make synchrotron 

d i a i i o n  an i d d  light ~~ far the glancingincidence XAFS technique. As shown in 

fig 1, the white mdiaxim fmm a synchrotfon is first collimated by the enimnce slit s,), then 

a m01locmatic beam is selected by a Bragg mom hromror, and after that the x-ray 

emerrs the experimetltal area which is cusfomarily confin4 in a metal house - the htuch. I n  

whar fo&ws we will discuss ttre functions of the instnunen ts in the hutch shown in Fig. 1. 



Svnchrotron 

1 
1 

hutch 

fig 1 Schematic view of a typical glancing-incidence XAFS experimental set-up. so is the 
entranc-e slit of the monochromator (M). The exit slit sl is a Hubei slit mounted on a 
~f~aidon stage, &J and 1, are two ionization chambers for detecting the intensity of the 
ineccming beam and specularfy reflected beam respectively. P stands for the sample 
positioner. On the positioner a rotation stag? s, is attatched and the sample is mounted on 
tbe stage. e and If stand for a rotal-electmn-yldd detector and a wide-aperture fluorescence 
detector xspectiveIy. 



m. 1) Sample Positioning 

The main difference between handling x-ray optics on a synchrotron radiation 

beamline from handling usual optical techniques is the safety problem which prevents 

access to the hutch when the beam is on. To achieve both accuracy and efficiency it then is 

desirable to motorize every moving part by stepping motors or the equivalent and 

computerize the remote operation as much as possible. 

HI. 1.1) The Sample Positioner 

To apply the glancing-incidence technique, frst of all an acctlrate and efficient irngu l i w  

adjustment apparatus is needed. In this work a versatile sample positioner was designed 

and constructed 1 3 9  41 primarily for XAFS measurements with synchrotron radiation in the 

hard x-ray region. 

The perspective view of the apparatus is shown in Fig, 2. The platfom (a), an 

aluminum plate 30cm long x lOcm wide, can be raised at each end by a micrometer (b, 40 

tms/inch), which in turn is driven by a stepping motor (d, 200 steps/tum) 151 through two 

transmission discs (c, diameter 3.5cm). The upper disc is attached to the micrometer and 

via 3 vertical poles slides relative to the lower one which is attached to the stepping motor. 

Thiey are designed to transmit the driving force and minimize backlash. The electronics 

driving the stepping motors is cantrolled by a microcomputer (NEC PC 8201 A) through its 

parallel printer port. A BASK program in the microcomputer allows the apparatus to he 

adjusted manually using the cursor keys or under program control, interdcting with the 

EXI\FS data collection software L61 through its serial port. The platform can be tilted at a 

gazing angle tp relative ta the incident beam in angular steps of 13.5 prad. There are four 

springs (not shown in the figure) at each corner of the platform. The springs connect the 

platform to the positioner stand (g, end dimensions 3.8cm x 1 Ocm x 23cm) and provide the 
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restoring force to keep the platfom~ in contact with the two micrometer tips. One 

micrometer tip has a steel cone head which fits in a mating hollow cone in one end of the 

pfatfom. In the other end of the platform, a hemi-spherical ball is mounted which contacts 

with the flat micrometer tip. The four rectangular bars (1.3cm x O.&m x 7cm) on the 

positioner stand prevent the platform plane from tipping in the direction perpendicular to the 

plane determined by the x-ray beam and the center longitudinal line of the positioner. 

Fig. 2. The perspective view of the apparatus: a. platform, b. 
micrometer, c. transmission discs, d. stepping motor, e, rotation 
stage and its driving motor,$ ion chamber for fluorescent x-rays, g. 
the stand. 

The apparatus is designed to operate in air in the hutch on a synchrotron radiation 

beamtine, and it can be turned through 90' so that the electric vector of the x-ray beam from 

the mwrochromator can be perpendicular or parallel to the solid sample surface. The overall 

dimensions were chosen so that the apparatus would fit the geometrical constraints imposed 

by opendun on a wiggler side station where access to the beam is limited on one side by a 



hutch wall. The positioner is small and light, so it can be put in a briefcase and carried ro 

different synchrotron facilities. It can be set up rather easily: in a matter of hours one can 

transform an ordinary XAFS beamline into one capable of operating in the glancing- 

incidence mode. 

The design of the positioner is rather versatile. With the rotation stage removed a long 

x-ray mirror (e.g. a piece of bare or metal coated glass) can be mounted on the platform to 

be used as a low-pass filter to eliminate higher-order harmonics fiom the incident beam. 

Given the ease with which the mirror can be aligned (see section 111.1.4) and the over 95% 

reflectivity for the fundamental fi-quency, the mirror filter provides a preferable alternative 

rn detuning the two crystals of the x-ray monochromator from parallelism. The detuning 

method usually wastes 50% or more of the incoming photons and does not eliminate the 

higher-order harmo~cs as cleanly as the mirror does.We gave one of these positioners to 

C.E. Bouldin for the routine rejection of harmonics on beamline X23-A2 at the 

Brookhaven National Synchrotron Light ~ource.[~l  

With the mirror mounted on the lower surface of the platform the incoming x-ray can 

be reflected downwards onto an air-liquid in this manner the surfaces of 

liquid samples can be studied in glancing-incidence. 

Compared with a standard x-ray goniometer our positioner has the following 

disadvantages: i) the pivot point of the tilting angle rp is not in the sample surface but rather 

a b u t  5 cm below. Thus when the angle has been changed by a large amount the sample 

surface cater is also moved vertically by a few p and one has to translate the sample 

vertically to compensate the move; ii) only one dimensional rotation is available. 

lB.1.2) Tfie Sample Azimuthal Rotation Stage 

Single crystal samples are mounted on the rotation stage shown in Fig. 3, which can 

be spun at 40 Hz The spinning of sample can re-~tce the magnitude of Bmgg diffraction 

peaks io the I X A E  specaa [I7]. The wobbling of the stage surfhce during the spinning ic 
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less *an 0.2 mrad, This is achieved by using a rather long rotating shaft to separate the two 

ball bearings as far as possible. The translational motion of the shaft relative to the ball 

bearings is prevented by an axially assembled external ring (see Fig. 3). 

In experiments in which the sample is not spinning, this freedom of rotation can be 

used to choose specific crystallographic directions in MBE-grown films without having to 

realign the tilting angle tp of the sample relative to the X-ray beam (Fig. 1). Choosing 

proper azimuthal incident angles can minimize the occurrences of the Bragg diffraction 

from the single-crystal film in the energy region of interest. (See section m.1.4.) 

The rotation stage is equipped with 3 set screws to permit alignment of the normal of 

the sample surface to the rotation axis of the rotation stage. This is normally done by 

shining a laser beam onto the sample surface at an incident angle of - lo0, observing the 

reflection spot on a scaled paper several meters away while turning the stage and adjusting 

the screws until the spot is stationary. The total-electron-yield detector (see section III.2.1) 

is mounted on this stage or a plastic chamber is mounted on the stage to keep samples 

under an atmosphere of an inert gas. 

Fig. 3 Sample rotation stage: a, platform of the positioner; b, rotating shaft 
with one end cum&g to the rotation plate and the other end to a pulley 
which is driven by a DC motor, c, shaft housing which is mounted on the 
pliadonn~ d, ball bearings; e, several 60 pn thick Gat rings;$ flat rings and an 
axially assembled external ring; g, springs and adjusting screws (not shown); 
h, sample chamber or td-electron-yield detector homing, i, sampIe. 
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ID. 1-31 The sl and s2 Assemblies 

When the sample is inserted into the bean], usually the sample surface has a 

transverse tilt angle a wih respect to slit sl due to the wedge angle of the substrate and the 

construction of the positioning stage on which the sample rests. In this case the measured 

incident angle of the beam p ' is affected by the wedge angle a. As shown in Fig. 4, if we 

denote the surface normal direction as 2, when the wedge angle a is nonzero the surface 

norind is along !+? direction. 

Fig.4 Relationship between the incident angle cp and the wedge angle a 

By definition we have 
R 

cose = ms(- - tp) = sinyl , where (g is the incident angle when a = 0, 2 

On the other hand we ca-9 write cos$ ' in terms of the quantities in the original coordinate 

system 

cost3 ' = ( -sin9 3 + sinp 2)~( sina k + cosa 2)  = cosa sinp . 
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So we have 

sin9 ' = cosa sincp . (n1- 1 ) 

It is relatively easy to adjust the slit sl such that the transverse tilt angle a between the 

sample and sl is of the order of 10 mrad (see section III. 1.4). Then the deviation of q ' 

from cp is less than 104p which is negligible. However, it can cause a higher background 

and unwanted Bragg peaks in the detected signal due to part of the crystal substrate being 

exposed to the direct incident beam. To eliminate this problem, we leave the sample as it is 

but use the slit sl and s2 assembly to define the beam path such that a is reduced to the 

minimum. 

Slit sl (a Huber slit) is mounted on a transverse rotation stage driven by a motor 

micrometer such that the transverse tilt angle of sl relative to the x-ray beam can be 

adjusted in steps of 4 p a d  each. Slit $2 is also mounted on a similar transverse rotation 

stage which is set on a vertical translation stage driven by a stepping motor, Slit s2 has half 

of iit being a normal slit and the other half a beam stopper. The base of the slit can be moved 

traut~versely relative to the x-ray beam by sliding in a dovetail p v e  to leave either the slit 

side or the beam stop side in the beam path. Ideally, if there is no additional divergence of 

the reflected beam due to the sample surface, one should use the slit half of s2 which has 

die same width of sl. In practice, the metal crystal substrates could be very imperfect in 

tenns of the mac~oseopic flatness so the divergence of the reflected beam could be very 

Iarge . To have enough counting rate in the I, detector it is then necessary to open s2 up. At 

the same time we want the lower jaw still being parrallel with sl. The procedure of doing 

is to align the stit half of s2 with respect to sl f ~ s t ,  then push q along the dovetail 

gnx,ve to let the tieam pass from. the beam stop side. The angular disturbance of this 

moeuver  on the pafalfe1ism between sl and s2 depends on the accuracy of the machining 

of the moving part of s2 and $re dovetail groove. It is less than 0.3 mrad as estimated from 

the rkmlhd accmcy of the milling machine* 



III. 1.4) Alignment Procedures 

First the two micrometers associated with the vertical opening of the slit sl GW 

calibrated against the actual slit vertical opening measured by using the diffraction pattern 

produced by a He-Ne laser. The precision of this methad is about 3 5  pm, 

To reduce the wedge angle of the sample with respect to slit sl we first tilt the sample 

to an angle (p (see Fig. 1) and position the sample height such that both the direct and 

reflected beam are detected by a Polaroid picture set in front of the I, chamber. Rotate the 

slit sl to reduce the wedge angle shown on the picture. Repeating this procedure two or 

three times we can reduce the angle a to less than 10 mrad. A more accurate way is also 

possible which involves tilting the sample to a negative 9, sweeping the sample vertically 

through the x-ray beam and measuring the slope of the direct beam intensity as a function 

of the sample vertical psition, This method is expected to have an accuracy of reducing a 

to a few tenth of a mrad, but it is relatively time consuming. In practice we found that the 

alignment by Polaroid pictures plus moving the sample vertically away from the beam by 

about 20 p would k good enough to eliminate the effects of the transverse tilting angle. 

For experiments concerned with total reflection from the sample surface, especially 

d r i l a y a  samples, the initial alignment (to set cp = 0) is crucial. The x-ray beam from the 

nmmchomator is selected by slit $1. With the sample absent, slit s2 is moved to define the 

opticat path for g, = 0. This is done with the vertical rranslation stage whose position is 

controfled by a stepping m t m  (1200 stepsfmm) (Fig. 1). The para•’lelism of s2 with sl is 

set by mmhizhg the signal in I, as s2 is raised and, if necessary, rotated. With the sample 

centered on the bottom of the stage as shown in Fig. 2, its cp = 0 p s i  tion is first roughly 

adjused by eye This is facilitated by ZnS flumscent meens wik ruled grids mounted at 

ex% enrt of the platf&rm 8' atrG on the f .  of dit q. Tfie sanipk is ;;hen raised out of the 

beam by computer control. W~th the beam stop side of slit s2 put in the beam path, s2 is 

Iawmd mtif the ion chamtrer (f,) nmives only a fraction r - 0.05 of the r f k t  beam. 
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Upon lowering the sample, while maintaining a fixed angle relative to the beam t;. turning 

both micrometers in unison, the signal measured in I, will increase only if cp > 0. On the 

other hand, if cp 10, as the sample is lowered it will start to block the direct beam and the 

signal monitored by fr will decrease. Thus (p = 0 can be determined in an iterative manner 

by ftnding the minimurn angle producing a reflected beam, i.e., showing an increased 

signal in fr as the sample is lowered into the beam. 

For very flat samples, such as metal fifms evaporated on 3 cm diameter optical silica 

windows, we could achieve a satisfactory alignment in 10 minutes or less. For the PIIBE- 

grown samples (-1.5 cm in diameter) the fust alignment normally takes about 30 minutes, 

after that each realignment takes about 10 minutes. This rapid alignment is an useful feature 

for measurements with synchrotron radiation since time allocated on a beamline for a given 

expeximent is very limited. For very flat samples like the films evaporated on silica 

windows, the rp = 0 can be located within B . 3  mad. 

IH.2) Signal Detection 

In our experiments we usually monitored XAFS signals in reflectivity, fluorescence 

and td-electron-yield simultaneousfy. The detectors used for monitoring the reflectivity 

were standard 6" or 12" long ionization chambers provided by SSRL. In the following, the 

totd-efect.ron-yield detcctor and the fluorescence detector constructed in this work are 

&scribe& then the questions concerned with the Bragg peak contamination and the 

optimization of incident angles are ad&& 

A totaf-.electr~~-yieId detmw used in glancing-incidence EXAFS was designed and 

consmcted in this ~orkf~~1 A schematic view of the position of the total-electron-yield 

detectar i s  shown in Fig, 1. this set-up, total-electron-yield, fluorescence and 

reflectivity EXAES -CS can be mide at the same time. fn Fig.5 a detailed view of 
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secondary fluorescence to a minimum. The cap, a, has two windows, both covered with 

30pm thick Kapton. The roof of the cap has a thickness of O.64mrn which enables 96% of 

the Ni K, fluorescent X-ray photons to pass through. 

Fig.5. Schematic view of the gotal-electron-yield detector: a is the 
cap; b, the base; c, ?he sample holder; d, the rotatable stage and h 
indicates the holes for gas circulation. 
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As shown in Fig. 5, the cap, height - 2cm, diameter - 3.5cm, is screwed into the 

base, b, and the joint is O-ring sealed. On the base, two 1.2mm diameter holes, h, prvvide 

the input and ourput for He gas circulating at atmospheric pressure. The sample holder, c, 

is a Cu disk which is glued on the base and is biased to - 45V by a battery. The sample 

can be secured on this Mder by using two side clamps or if the substrate is ferromagnetic 

by placing a small magnet in the hollow cylinder underneath the Cu disk. The electrical 

connection between the sample and the Czr disk is obtained through direct contact. The 

positive electrode is made of aluminized mylar with a thickness of l5pm and with its 

aluminized side toward the sample. The mylar and the electrical lead are glued between two 

teflon O-rings which are then glued to the inside top of the cap. The aluminized mylar was 

stretched taut when it was glued on tfie teflon O-ring in order to have a ripple-free surface. 

This circumvented the difficulty of gluing the mylar directly onto the inner surface of the 

cap without introducing ripples. The area of the mylar is chosen to be approximately equal 

to that of the sample disk such that the electric field between the electrodes is close to 

uniform. The electrical connection between the external electrical lead and the aluminized 

mylar is made with silver epoxy. 

With the sample mounted, the detector chamber is then spring loaded onto the 

rutatable stage, d, by three screws separated by 1200 (Fig. 5). The screws can be adjusted 

tmt2 the normal to the reflecting surface of the sample is cdlinear with the rotation axis of 

the rotation stage as described earlier. 

Fig. 6 shows two mnsecutive glancing-incidence EXAFS spectra taken on a buried 

Ni film with a thickness of 37 monohyers. The inset of Fig. 6 shows the raw data for one 

of the specaa. The diameter of tire AVNi(37ML)/Fe(001) sample was 18 rnm diameter. The 

Al proteedm layer for this sample had a thickness of 72A. The incident tilting angle tp was 

about 2463 where the effective critical angle was defined to be the angle at which the 

angdardectivity ctu-ve of 8033 eV photons was half of its maximurn value. The 



azimuthal incident angle was selected to minimize the occurrences of the Bngg diffnctions 

from the single crystal film in the energy region of interest. 

Fig. 6 The EXAFS interference function ~ ( k )  obtained fmm she 
total-electron-yield for AVr*(Ti(37Lt.iiL)/Fe(001). The data for two 
consecutive scans are plotted. The difference of she two scans is 
enlarged by a factar of 5 and shown below the data on the same 
horizontal scale, The inset sfrows the toral-electron-yield current 

W e  have examined tlre noise level in the total electron yield, fluorescent and 

refktiuity rfetdon modes by camparing dara taken simultaneously. At the bottom of 

Fig6 is shown an enlargeme~ of Ak) ,  the difference between two cc xcutire electron 

yield i n t e r f m  fuoetirms at 2W63. The m-mean-square difference of the conxcutivc 



7fuppr panel): the root-mean-square difference of two consecutive scans was 1x10-3 for 

ele~xmn yield and a factof af two larger for reflectivity anci fluorescence yield EXAFS. It 

seenrr that fron the statistical viewpoint, the totalelectron-yield detection often gives a 

ktm result than the aher two methods However, it may not be appropriate at this time to 

g e ~ ~ t e  abve okrvatiw, We have noldced thar satisfactory performance of the total- 

eIe?euon-yield deteaw has been always in the case that the second order h m n i c s  contents 

in io are well suppressed, e-g. when Si(l11) crystal is used in the monochromator. In fact, 

in experience whenever Si(220) crystal was used in rhe monochromator the 

signailnoise ratio in totaI-elecm-yield was found worse than in fluorescence. 

In Fig. 7(lower panel) the p k e s  marked by arrows correspond to the 

monochmmatw "glitches" in incoming x-ray beam (lo).€ 21* 22]3 which are the sharp 

intensity drops or increases in I0 when the morracbromator crystal geometry satisfies 

BraggWs equatian for mae than otle set of lamce planes simultaneoudy. It appam hat the 

total-electron-9eM detection is more sensitive to the presence of monochmtor "glitches" 

tfran fluarescent or reftectiviry & d o n ,  especially when the incident angle is greater than 

ar equal to y ~ .  Often the amplitude of the spikes could be reduced to a tolerable level by 

f u n b  &tuning the monochmmtor. 





Iltli.2.2fi Wideaperture fluorescence Detector 

The fluorescence detector used in our experiments was either a gas ionization 

chamber or a large area silicon diode (for some of the 37 ML Ni data). The large area 

silicon diode was extensively described in Ref.23 and Ref.24, here we briefly describe the 

gas ionization chamber. 

The design of the gas ionization chamber was based on that of Stem et al. [251, some 

modirications were made with the idea in nind to increase the detecting sensitivity to cope 

with the thin sample layer cases. Fig. 8 shows the schematic view of the fluorescence 

cnamber. Like the case for the totafelectron-yield detector, the output current signal goes to 

rr przamptifier, with an wput voltage of 10 volts per 10 picoamperes, and then after a 

voltage to frequency converter the signal goes -to a computer memory storage. 

The working mechanism of the detector is the same as in other ionization chambers. 

The fluorescence photons enter the chamber from the thin aluminized mylar window and 

bniuz the gas ismolecules in the chamber through cdlisions. The ionized electrons and ions 

muve in the opposite direction under influence of the electric fidd between the meshes, 

ttsually the electrons are collected to generate a c m n t  pulse in the preamplifier. The bias 

voltage on the meshes were chosen to be in the plateau region of the I-V cunre of the 

&ecrUr* 
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Fig.3 A schematic view of the wide-aperture fluorescence chamber. 
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In an glancing-incidence experiment, the distance between the sample surface and the 

aluminized mylar window was kept to about 3 cm, so the solid angle suspended by the 

detector to the center of the sample was - 0 . 8 5 ~ .  Under the same experimental conditions, 

the performance of this fluorescence chamber was compared with another gas ionizarion 

chamber which used Lyde's design [261. We found that the signal to noise levels were 

comparable but the sensitivity of ours was higher than that of Lyde type. The gas used in 

the chamber was either argon or nitrogen. 

111.2.3) Bragg Peak Problem 

h our experiments a highly collimated x-ray beam is incident at some glancing angle 

cm a crystd sample and the x-ray photon energy is continuously changed so that ihe 

absorption coefficient as a function of energy is monitored. It is easy to visualize that in this 

pmess the Bragg's diffraction conditions can be satisfied at some x-ray energies with 

appfopriate sample geometries. If a beam, Bragg reflected coming out off the sample 

surfse, fails into the solid mgIe subtended by ul ionization chamber, we will have a non- 

EXAFS peak in the signal. Some portions of the spectrum can be ruined by those Bragg 

peaks as shown in Fig. 9- 

There have been seven& ~~=tfEods proposed with some success to reduce or eliminate 

the effects of Bragg peaks in XAFS spas, such as spinning the sample around the 

surface nonnall17], using muiti-chan~~el fluorescence detectors to spadally discriminate 



Fig. 9 A fluorescence scan frum Au/Cu(8ML)/Ag(001) 
contaminated by b g g  peaks. The inset shows an enlarged view of 
the uncontaminated portion of the spectrum. 

used, ii) sdectkg the optimized azimuthal angles with the sample kept stationary and cross- 

checkkg the spectra obtained simultaneousIy in the three detection modes: reflectivity, 

fluorescence and tufa&eJcaon-yiefd. The spinning method averages out the Bragg peaks, 

ht at the same time the sample wobbling introduced by the rotation degrades the data 

quality. On the other hand, as demonstrated in Fig6 and Fig.7, it is possible zo obtain 

spectra free from B r a s  peaks by keeping rhe sample stationary and choosing the azimuthal 

&i&nr angle carefuEiyY The f o l i ~ ~ g  are several "rdes of thumb*' oi; dis:ifigoishing 

Bmgg @ hnii o&er 57;-m;0.ds fea;~ms Li a apecmm: i) Bsgg peaks usually appear only 

in oaoe chamel ( most d e n  in ehe flumxence chamber) but not in the other two; ii) they 

Wgepositiam in an mqg sparum when h e  tilting mgEe and the azimuthal angle of 
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the sample are changed, usually changing the tilting angle is enough to tell; iii) usually the 

Bragg peaks are broader than "glitches". 

As mentioned before the total-electron-yield detector is largely transparent to the Ni 

K, x-ray photons, so the detector is even more transparent for Ehe Bragg diffractions 

uccuring above the K-edge of Xi or Cu. This transparency plus the fact that the diffraction 

photons have a very short transit length (several ten A) in the sample virmally eliminate the 

effects of the Bragg diffractions in the total-electron-yield In Fig. 10 an example 

is shown for the comparison between the fluorescence and total-electron-yield when Bragg 

peaks are detected. 

1 Bragg peak , 

Fig. 10 EXMS interference functions detected shultmeously 
by fluo~scence (d id)  asxi total-electron-yield (dashdot). The 
fimremnce signal is heavily conrruninared by li3ragg peairs, while 
the totat-elcnon-yield appears to be unaffected. 
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DI 2.4) Comparison of the Three Detection Methods 

The following discussion indicates some merits and limitations for each of these 

detection methods in the context of the systems studied in this thesis. Because the 

observations are limited in the scope reached so far, the discussion below is by no mems 

tharough and conclusive. A more general discussion about different detection methods can 

be found in Ref. 30. In Table 1. the advantages (+) and disadvantages (-1 of each rne:hod 

are assigned. 

Table I, Cornpaison of fluorescence (ff)), total-electron-yield (I,) and reflectivity (I,)  

Insensihity to glitches + 

h dK sample layer and tfie other layes, Htmwer this separation is not possible in the 

other rwo m h a k  Tf#= r a h  of S i m k g r o u n d  is defined to be thc ratio between the 

edge iump Mght (see Chapter V a d  W and the p~-eBgf: kckgmmd signal &-en@h. The 

d i f f e r p n t ~  used farII[WILl;itOTiRg bie ifloaming beam and the si@ coming a t  hm 
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tht: cmpie. The fluorescence detection is especially superior in this regard when the 

fluorescence signals from &fie sample layer and others are well separated in the energy 

spectrum, e.g. in the case of Cu in Au/CufAg. Although one can have a large 

SigndBackgound ratio in the reflectivity when 9 approaches gi,, the catch is that the 

anomalous dispersion disrurtion is also most severe there. The Bragg diffraction 

contamination is the most severe drawback of the fluorescence method. [I7] In the total- 

electron-yield the effectj of Bragg diffraction are reduced by about 2 orders of 

291 compared to that in the fluorescence case (also see Chapter III for 

more). In the reflectivity, because of the limited solid angle subtended by the I, detector, the 

Bragg diffraction cmtamination is also far less severe than in fluorescence. The total- 

electron-yield and reflectivity are bah more vulnerable to the monocfuTtmator glitches than 

the fluorescence, and in this respect the total-electron-yield is the worst which may be 

@ally related to som- harmonic content of the glitches. The xasm why the reflectivity 

should be sensitive to the glitches is nut clear. 

In summary, the overall perfbrrnance of fluorescence detection is better than the other 

wo methods in the kind of experiments described here. However, it is convenient and very 

useful to monitor all the rhm detection modes simultaneously in the experiment so that the 

Bragg difbctim mntaninarirwrs in the fluorescence signal can be feadily identified and 

appropriate experimental m a e m s  can be taken to eliminate them. 
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Chapter IV Sample Preparation 

In this chapter the sample preparation and ref ated techniques are described. 

N. I) The MBE Facility 

The epitaxial films were grown in a Physical Electronics (PHI) Model 400 MBE 

system. A schematic layout of the system is shown in Fig. 1. The system consists of two 

interconnected vacuum chambers, me for growth and the other for analysis. The vacuum is 

maintained by an ion pump connected to the analysis chamber md a cryogenic pump 

connected to the growth chamber. During the sample growth the base pressure was below 

5x10-10Torr- Each chamber has an ionization gauge to m i t o r  the vacuum. Two sorption 

pumps are connected to the anaiysis chamber for initial pumping of the system from 

atmosphere pressure before the cryogenic and ion pumps are turned on. 

Through a pressure-driven valve the analysis chamber is connected with the sma 11 

introchamber which is for mounting samples. During mounting the sample arm is retracted 

into the i n m c h a m k r  and sealed off from tfK rest of the system. The inm-chamber is thcn 

back-filled with dry Ritmgen and opened to the atmosphere. The overpressure of N2 is 

maintained to minimize contantination of the sample arm rod and sample manipufator. After 

tire sample is mounted ttre intrechamber is d e d  and pumped by a turbopump to -1 0a4 

Tm, then the sample can be transfered into the tTHV system The transfer rod of the 

sample ;nm is driven by a electrical motur and ir has a sample manipulator attached in the 

end an which the sample is mounted- The sample manipulator can be rotated around I wo 

axes, one is dong the transfer rod and the other is perpe~dicular to the first me. The 

Pnatriphm aEso cantaim a i"l'ramenr W i  the sample holder for anneaiing h subnme. 

S H ~ ~  *mnpmxmm are- i I ~ ~  tq ii tihm~meiiirj!e j~cssed m &e back of tZie a f i p k  

btder and can reaejl-6SU-7OO"C widl the substrate heater. 
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fig. 1 Schematic layout of the MBE system 
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The analysis and growth chambers are equipped with various surface and magnetic 

study tools. In the following we very briefly describe the ones used in this work. hlors 

detailed descriptions of the conventional surface science tools can be found in textbooks[ 1 1. 

more about the particular MBE system can be found in Ref2 and Ref-3. 

The analysis chamber has a PHI model 15-255GAR precision energy iinrtiyzrr 

consisting of a PHI model 10.155 double pass cylindrical mirror analyzer (CMA) with a 

self-contained electron gun for angular resolved Auger Electron Spectroscopy ( AES ), and 

an ion sputtering gun for cleaning the substrate. 

In AES one directs a high energy (-2 keV in our case) electron beam at a sample and 

collects the spectrum of backscattered electrons, N(E). N(E) exhibits an elastic peak 

(electrons that pass undisturbed through the solid) and a long tail produced by electrons that 

have lost energy to the solid. The electrons in this tail consist of primary electrons which 

exit the sample after losing energy in a single well-defined inelastic event and secondary 

electrons which lose energy through rnrtltiple inelastic collisions. The signal from the 

secondary electrons is structureless while the primary electrons reveal their origin in the 

derivative signal cjVV(E>/dE. The precise energy position of the sharp structure in the 

derivative spectrum provides the elemental signature of the surface. AES is mainly used for 

surface elemental analysis by comparing the measured spectra with a set of standard spectra 

listed in handb00ks1~1 For transition metals (for those with number densities of the order 

of 70 a t o d n d )  the technique is sensitive to the first 30 A of the surface due to the limited 

ioelanic mean from path of the primary ~ u g e r  electrons.p1 By monitoring the reduction of 

the intensity of a particular A E S  feature ~f the substrate element A during the evapordtion of 

another material B on the top, the film thickness of material B can also be estimated. This 

provides a means for crofs-ehecking the film thickness and detecting if there are severe 

alk,ying events happening a~ the interface. 

To use the splltaering gun (PHI model 04-291) the analysis chamber is fist filled with 

argon to a pressure sf 5x10-5 Ton. ltll the ionization chamber of the sputtering gun the 
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argon atoms are ionized by collision with electrons emitted from a filament. The ions are 

then accelerated to energies in the range of 0.5-5 keV (2 keV most of the time in this work) 

and collimated into a beam which srrikes the substrate to remove the surface contaminants. 

The beam can be electronically deflected to raster over approximately one square centimeter 

area of the sample. Typical rates of removal from the target are -1MWmin. During the 

sputtering the ion pump of the analysis chamber was turned off. It was turned on after the 

sputtering when the pressure had been reduced to a low 10-9 Tom level, 

The growth chamber has a set of 8 evaporation furnaces enclosed in a liquid N2 

cooled shroud, a 3- 10 keV electron gun and a conducting Sn@ coated phosphor screen for 

Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED), and a temperature controlled quartz 

thickness monitor along with a pair of liquid N2 cooled copper jaws for cooling the 

substrate for low temperature growths. 

Two types of evaporation furnaces were used. Fe and Ni were evaporated from pure 

metal wires wrapped around tungsten heating filmnents. Al and Au were evaporated from 

boron nitride crucibles which were heated by tungsten coils enclosing the crucibles. The 

furnaces were equipped with eiectically controlIed pressure-driven shutters which can 

initiate or terminate the p w t h  in a fraction of a second. 

In the RHEED system, a 10 keV electron beam is directed towards the sample surface 

at small incident angles mqjng fntm O0 to 5". Electrons scattered through a small angle 

sample only the top 1-2 atomic layers of the crystal under these conditions. Therefore 

RHEED patterns are sensitive to the structure changes at the surface. Assuming elastic 

scattering of the high energy efectrons from the surface atoms, =ED patterns can be 

quafitatiwely interpreted in terns of kinematic theory as the diffraction from a 2 dimensional 

atomic sheet. Fig2 si;hemrtticaUy shows the origin of the pattern. 



chemical vapor deposition, the R E E D  pattern would be just like that drawn in F-ig.2, ix. 

rw the p h q b r  screen c#re d y  sees "spots" with sizes compwdbk to the decrmn k a m  

size.f61 For a nonideal surfa~e such as the Fe and Ag suhtntes used in this wcwk, due a, 

tlhe fmite width of the nxiprocd lanice rrxfs the xsuft is a set of long RTIEED "'streak\'' 

i n s a  of wen defined spots. 

If the p w t h  i s  in thr: fitshim of me atomic layer at a time, i x .  tk so-crtlleiti h n k  - 

Van da Mawe growthfl]. thc intensity of WEED signal exhibits cncillalions whmc 

exaetfy c- to tihe growth raxe of a single atmic layer- This has ken \fi< two 

metalf6~ This phenomenon has been exten\ively 

toe~awhet)resthe:  is in a layer-by-hyer fashim arrd to a ~ ~ u r d ~ e l y  c~mrr01 

the thickness sf the film gpwn. Qdir;uive'iyl tkre mcilfatians can Err: uHdent~ld in term 





surface to eliminate the misorientation, unless the sample diameter is reduced. It- has h c n  

shown that with ca~~fu]. surface polishing preparations, epitaxial Xi filnx can be grown on 

NifFelAg(001) samples. These substrates were cut fmm a boule using a spark cutter 

(AGE -4Stm. The original bode had an elliptical cross sextiua, A 4 mm slice of it WijS 

first cut off using a 0AlOS" diameter Cu wire as the e I ~ ~  and afterwarrls a cylindrieri t 

Cu cutter was used to cur a 15 mm diameter disk from the elliptical slice. t'arz was taken to 

minimize the possible defects in the crystals caused by the sparks. These Ag substrates 

wen: oriented sa that their physical surfaces were aligned to within 0 . 2 O  of the (OOi) plane, 

is .  &ey were sing& suhrates. The mosaic. s p ~ a d  in these Ag substrates was less than 

The Ee substrates were mechanidiy polished befam graving ttae samples for XAFS 

studies. This was needed because the same substrates were frequently u d  to grow 

smpIles for fe3~omagnetic ~ ~ S O J I S I Z ~ ~  @MR) mdies, in which pfocess the surfaces were 
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of  paste, A d i m n d  thinner fluid*= which served as a lubricant was added onto the tin 

plare and the soft pad periodically. In the whole process the polishing surface was kept w~ 

but not flooded. Before a fresh tin plate or new diamond paste was used, the polishing 

surface had to be codiGmed for -20 min by the jig. For this operation the sample o n  the 

jig was lifted away from the the tin plate. The criterion of a goad conditioning was that the 

scratches on the metal ring of the jig were even in size- Each polishing step was finished 

when the substrate surface t.rexame shinier and all the relatively larger scratches caused in 

the previous step were removed. The next step used a commercial technique developed for 

Si wafers. The polishing agent was a calioidai silica slurry from RODEL Pmducts~ , 

diluted in distilled water by ratio 130, and appiied to their adhesive backed Politex pads, 

The avenge particle size 50-70 nm. In  his step the polishing fluid was kept flooded 

on the pad and supplied continuously, otheruise the poiishing agent would dry up and 

become hard rather quickly which then could m t c h  the surface, The effect of this step 

could only be seen under a rniclosc~: we used one with magnification. The last step 

was to polish with distifEtxt water far a minute or so to remove the colloidal silica on the 
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sputter gun settings were 2 kV accelenting potential and 25 m;\ emission arid during rhz 

spunering the sample was moved around sa-crd times to ensure that the entire surface \v;ts 

rastcred by the ion beam "Ffie cleaning sequence involved the foilowing sputter 30-40 

minutes at room temperature to remove C and Q2; a 20-30 minute combined sputter-nnnritt 

su 750•‹13; a 30 minute a m d  at 750 O C ;  a brief sputter (a few minutesf to ~ i i ~ r v r t  S h i t  

diffuses to the surface at high temperature. Then the sputtering gun and the sanple hmtcr 

were turned off at the same time. me minor damage on the surface in ihe hst brief sputter 

was &tained and ii) whether ak surface impurity level was tm high. In the substmtcs 

prepared in this work the find impurity levels (in terms of the ratio of number of atcms at 

tfte surface) were nut wcxse than W/Fe - 5/1/lCXl (no S visible).The n u m b  was obtairird 

Auger and X I 3  showed that the upper limit af the contaminants on such surfaces is fI,f15 

at,% -ll2f 
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Good epitaxial growth is anticipated w k n  ?he lattices of the overlayer and the 

rubrrate are well marched, Tbe lattice matcn could be i) the lattices of the overlayer and the 

wbsmte have both similar laitice spacings and the same s m c t m ,  e.g in the case of Al- 

Ag-Au ffcc); ii) only on pmicufar planes such as Af, Ag or Au (Wf) on Fe (001) as shown 

in Fig. 3. The quantity used to desrcrih the lattice mismatch between the overlayer and the 

substrate is usually defined as tfre percentage difference in lattice spacings ofthe n a t d  

pha-ses, i-e. the so-catled miflfI - asblraJ/asds*de In the examples of lattice 

mnatc-hcss given above the  misfit mges from 0.2% (AI-Fe) to 0.7% (Ag-Fef, 

fcc Al 
fcc Au 
fcc Ag 



In spite of the fact tihat the (001) plane of the natud phase of Ni, kc, has a --I 3% 

lattice misfit compared wi& rize (001) plane of k c  Fe, it has *ken shown that a 

pdomarphic p w t f i  of Ki m Fe(001f crul still be achieved for a film thickness kss thi~n 

6 BVIEL.. This will also t.e demonstfated in the data presented in the folbwing. 

In the relllitindef of this seaion we present the &a concerned with the mpIe  p ~ t h  

for N'i(001) and Pki/FefAg systems- The &fa were taken from the p w t h s  fclr samples 

3.1) Ni on bulk Fe(QO1) 

aenned as Kdwhi parterns, The Kikuchi paitems are fomred in R W E W  whenever the 
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100 200 300 

Growth Time (sec) 

Fig. 5. RHEED patterns and intensity oscillations of 3 ML Ni grown on Fe(001) A at 
room temperature. (a) and (b) are [loo] and [I101 azimuths of Fe(001) respectively. (c) 
shows the intensity oscillations at the specular spot. 
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Au can be nicely grown on either bcc or phase transformed Ni/Fe(001) samples. 

Fig.6 shows the RHEED patterns of a 10 ML of Au overlayer grown on the 

Ni(3ML)/Fe(001) structure shown in Fig.5. This represents a typical case of the layer-by- 

layer growth of Au on all the NilFe(OO1) structures discussed in this work . The Au(001) 

overlayers undergo a complicated reordering during growth that results in a unit cell 

containing 25 Au atoms.[16] Along [loo] azimuth (of Fe(001) substrate) reconstruction is 

manifested by 4 additional weak streaks between the main RHEED streaks (only two of the 

weak streaks were resolved in the particular growth shown in Fig.6(b)) and along the [I101 

azimuth (of Fe(OO1) substrate) fans are developed that radiate from the main streaks. 

Fig. 6. RHEED patterns for a 10 ML Au overlayer on 
Ni(3ML)/Fe(001) A along [loo] and [I101 azimuths are shown in 
(a) and (b) respectively. 
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Fig.7 RHEED patterns and intensity oscillations of a 37 ML Ni overlayer grown on 
Fe(001) C at room temperature. (a) and (b) are along [loo] and [I101 azimuths of Fe(001) 
respectively. (c) shows the oscillations, the vertical mark line indicates the time when the 
reconstruction RHEED streaks first appear. 
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Fig7 shows a growth of 37 IML of Ki on substrate Fe(001) C. The photos were over 

exposed to show more details of the diikaction patterns, especially the additional weak 

streaks in between the main k c  features along the [110] azimuth of Fef001) (see Fig.7(b)). 

The.% weak streaks were the indicaticms of the first phase transition which appeared right 

after the growth of 4 ML in this particular case (see the mark line in Fig.7 (c)). The large 

background intensity changes in Fig. 7Cc) are due to the gain increases of the plotter (the 

data were digitized from the original trace). Notice that along the [I001 azimuth, a fan 

structure, similar to that of Au overlayer discussed in Fig. 6, was also developed. There 

might be some underlying relationships between the two kinds of reconstructions, 

3.2) A1 Coverage on NiFe(001) 

Unlike the cases of using Au or Ag as the passive cover layer an top of the Ni 

overfayers, at room temperature the Af evaporated on NifFe(001) seems to be either non- 

wetting on the Ni surface or alloyed at the interface with the Ni layers, This was determined 

by cmp;uing the apparent Al thickness from Xi Auger intensity duction and h m  the 

tfrickncss monitor reading- In addition the 3-D REEED patterns (dots ;urd rings instead of 

surface steaks) developed, indicating a rough surface. A growth of Al at an elevated 

substrate temperature, f # - 150 T, was tried. That did help to s m h  the surface in the 

fm few monolayers of A1 m the surface - dear Xi RHEED panems ~mained up to abu t  

1 I A, but after that the RHEED patterns deteriomed continuously. The growth at this 

submate temper;thtre resulted in severe dil2oying between A1 and Si as indicated by the 

Auger masummnts. Even after repeating the evapcsation three times and evaporating a 

t o l l l  ofmm r h  100 A of Al c.1 the Xi. the Xi Auger lines were sriU smmg At his point 

cdbn't  fre any area red-sing exposed and thus the: Augm result clearly indicated an 

dby& siiioutic,nn At a kou. substrate teinpmm of about -1NT (with fluctuations of a 

few ~~s duinp, the- gou.-&]~ the Auger ITieagDEmnts indicated a uniform coverage. At 
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this substrate temperature, the WEED patterns quickly turned into a unifornwl bright 

background after about an amount equivalent to 2 hlL of A1 was evaporated on the surfit~t., 

i.e. the surface had an amorphous A1 layer. When mc-re A1 was ev:~pmted, :irounri a 

thickness of 30 - 40 A, some signs of recrystalization were shown in thp Rl IEED piitcnls: 

there were some vague streaks or spots which appeared. When the thickness of A1 got 

bigger the RHEED features became stronger (see Fig. 8). After the evnpcimt ion of A1 \\ as 

finished, the sample zempemture was sfowfy bought up to room rsmper;iturc. During the 

process t k  unifonmrity of the A1 coverage was continuousiy moriitrsnd by Auger s u m s  ;mi 

no increase of the Ni Auger signal was obsesved. Even _so, one sample with the layer 

canposition A ~ ( ~ ~ A ] ~ ~ ~ [ ~ M L ) / F ~ C O Q I )  .was found to have substantial alloying hewece Al 

and Ni from the XAFS measurements.l17] The alloying happened presumably in the 

longer time annealing as raom temperatures. Therefore in the other A1 covered s m q h  of 

this wark there could be a few mnulayers of ttie Ni overlayers on  the top of the Ni film 

cmtaminated by alloying with Al- But for the case of thicker Xi overlayers, e.g. 37 R4L. 

the alloying at the interface seems not to be a ~ e r i ~ t l s  problem. We will show in chapter V 

&at a model ignoring the & f a  eif al10yIng cadd result in rsawm21:i: fits fix ihe EXAW 

&+;i and the results are in agreement with the sample prepared withmrt A1 cwemge. In 

acf&tkn, as discussed ktm the mawtic properties of the sampks were: nrH 5t~bir;txliiaIfy 

diffmnt fmm the cmes with Au cover ar no cover. which would unlikely k the case i l  rtw 

oying were subtitnti;rli, 
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Fig. 8. The RHEED patterns after 71.7 A A1 evaporated on 
Ni(37ML)/Fe(00 1) C. 

To make sure that the Ni overlayers covered with A1 had the same phase as those 

covered with Au or no coverage, ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) measurements were 

made on some of the AVNi(37 ML)/Fe(001) samples. The FMR measurements were 

carried out at atmospheric pressure. One of the testing samples (not measured by XAFS) 

was measured by FMR right after the growth and one week later to confinn that the phase 

lasts a sufficient time for XAFS measurements to be carried out. Another sample which 

was used in the XAFS experiments (Al/Ni/Fe Sample #2 in chapter V) had its FMR 

measured after the XAFS experiments. All of the FMR results confirmed that the Ni 

overlayers have similar magnetic behavior to the Ni not covered with A1 and that the 

magnetic property is preserved during the XAFS data acquisition. 18] 



3.3) Ni on Fe on Bulk Ag(OO1) 

Fig. 9 shows the -ED intensity oscillations ntonitored during one of the t\vu 

wwths  of 10 ML of Au on 9 33L of Xi on 9 X1L of Fe on a singular bulk A g ( Y ) i  ) a 

substrate. The well defined oscillations indieate that the gxdwths of ;dl the three elemmts 

were in a layer-by-layer fashion. Part of the cur-.-a in Fig. 9Cs) and ib) are dashes \vllictt 

were digitized fiom the original trace on a chart paper. because the computer was not turrwd 

on in time to record the starring p ~ .  

3.4) Cu on Ag(001) 

Fig. 10 shows the RHEED intensity oxillations of Au(I0ML) s:? CuC8&fLl on 

Ag(W1). The misfit bemeen fcc Cu and fcc Ag is 11.7%. This growth is somt.whni 

similar to that of Ni on Fe. RHEED patterns of the Cu indicate that the ~trucfux-t' 0 1  the 

overlayers is close to bcc for thiclcnesses less than 10-1 1 ML. After that the structure 

transfox-ms into a recmstntcted phase but with additional RHEED fearures different frcm 

that of Mi, The XAFS results of this system are presented in chsptcr VI which shcrw.c, thc 

strucNre of the Gu overlayers to have a bct smcture with the c axis expanded by a b u t  8%. 



Growth Time (secf 

Eig.9 R E E D  intensity oscillations in the p w t h  of 
A~(lO~)~i(9~~]IFe(9~pAg(001): [a) the growth of Fe; Cb j the growth of Xi; Ic j t hc 
growth of Au. Tfie noise structure between 230 sec to 360 sec was due to an electrmic 
enrrr and the number of periods during the time was deduced from the perjrxis of the later 
odations. The inset of @) sh~ws  the signal monitored by the thickness munitor and 
irrdi- that in the ~ g b n  mmerned the curve is flat as expected. 
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Chapter V Data analysis and Results on NilFe(001) 

V.1) Introduction to PSQFe(OO1) System 

Ni grows epifaxidy on a Fe(001) surface. The initial structural studies on  the Ni 

overlayers were done by Heinrich eu al. using RHEED and it was concluded there could bc 

a bcc Ni phase on Fe(001) for thicknesses above 20 ML.[~] Later LEED studies on the 

sam system by Jona and colleagues i2* %how& that the pure k c  Ni phnx with l a t h  

constants of bcc Fe exits fca thicknesses less than 6 ML and above that there is rt gmdual 

c b g e  to a new surface and bulk structure with a ~(2x2) surface pattern. When the Ni 

thickne55 reaches about 13 tfK- LEED spectra is stabili~d. lkie sabilized spectra seem 

w last beyond at least 100  ML of Ni overlayers. The fmt phase transition araur td 6 ML of 

Ni was confirmed by funher refined RMEED studies and now it is generally accepted that 

the structure of Ni overfayas t r a n s f m  away from pure bcc when the thickness exceeds 

3 - 6 ML, with the onset of the ansformation varying hwn growth to g r ~ w t h . l ~ * ~ I  The 

structure-transformed Ni ovalayers possess large in-plane 4th order anisompies far 

surpassing those observed in bulk Fe and ~ i . 1 ~ 1  

The m p t s  .to decipher the smtcture of the transformed Mi overlayers by Jona and 

marmkers using LEED was not suax~sfirl.[~l ihe LEED results indicated that neither bcc 

rror fcc && nor a simple mixture of the two models could pmvide a ~tisfactory 

interpretatim ofthe spectra It was also pointed out that the structure Is accmpanicd to 

some extent by d i d e r  as indicated by the high background of the LEW intensity spectra. 

RHEE) studiesf5] on the transfo& Ni showed that there are additiond diffraction 

steaks in the RXEED patterns dmg f 110] azimuths but the bcc streaks remain along the 

/lw and [I 101 principal azim* d the way h u g h  the growth of the thicker Ni 

overlayers (e.g. in 37 ML in the case to be discused below and d w  see the RHEED 
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for azimuths away fiom the jbC#iJ and Il lPf directions. However, it is not clear from the 

RHEED panems alone wheitkr &e exm fear'aes reflect a ~nifd reconsnuction of the k c  Ni 

lattice or, in fact, represear maja structural changes. That is why &e structure has been 

refmed to in the literature as bcc Ni with quotation marks.16* 71 A local strucmre probe, 

REELES, was also rtfed tr, study the transformed Ni phase with an approximate thickness 

of 30 ~ ~ 1 ~ 1 .  Within the experimental enor (0.05 A) the nearest neighbor distance in the Ni 

overlayers was found to be identical to that of m & w  fcc Ni (which is also very nearly the 

as the nearest neighbor disrance of bcc Fe). Although not mmnrented on in the paper, 

the Fourier transform of the Ni overlayers is actually more siiriilar to fix Ni than to bcc Fe 

(see Fig.8 in Ref.j7]). But crne should be cautious in interpreting the meaning of the 

Fowier transforms abtained in REELFS, because even on the standard sample (e,g. bcc 

Fe) the Fourier transfm daes not look the same as that obtained from EXAFS which 

crzmpatatively is a more scphisticared technique. 

Xn this chapter we present our glancing-incidence XAFS results for the Ni overlayers 

on Fe(001). First we study the stabilized structure of the Ni overlayers (37 ML) then we 

probe the local stmctun: of a 9 ML thickness which Is midway bemeen the beginning of 

the gradual transition at the first 2 6  NL and the stabilized thickness of 13 ML. The 

description of data analysis is included in the chapter. A summary and discussion follow 

each section. In the last part of this chapter the efforts trying to probe the purr: bcc Ni 

(<6ML) are descriEred. In this chapter all the data for Ni were taken at the Ni K-edge and all 

me data, f a  Fe were taken at the Fe K-edge- 
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aod in h e  second case the rhichess was abut 50 A 3s nlonirorrd by i!-c q t m .  rhicksccr 

m n i t a  i.a the iMBE machine. 

One of the 37 ML samples was investigated outside the MBE chamber by 

Ferromagnetic Resonance (FhIIR) after the X,%FS measurements. The FAIR n*sults 

C O & I  that the Ni in the Alcovered I\;i(37ba)Ee(OQ1) sample hns sinlilar nugnctiu 

behavior to the Ni of timihr thichess (60 A) but covered with 20 A of Au. ?he iisx- I i q w  

between the two FMR measurements was to confirm that the mgneric property is 

preserved during the IEXAFS data acquisition. 

The Ni.Fe(001) sample without a cover layer was transferred from the M BE c harnkr 

to a Plexiglas chamber while h'2 gas was circulated and then the plastic chamber was scalcd 

to keep the sample in the P32 environment The plastic chamber was hter mounted on the 

mtation stage on the sarnple posidoner to carry out the XAFS experiment. Undoubtedly the 

sample surface is contaminad with some 0, C and etc. But careful analysis shows that 

actually the contaminated layer is less serious than we fmt thought . The rotation stage 

used in that experiment had a large wobbling angle, about t mrad. That causes a problem in 

the background subsacdon in extracting the EXAFS function fl). If we use only the data 

taken when the sample was ftarionary, although it is limited in range due to Bragg peaks, 

we get agreement between the results on the m coverage sample and ihat of the AI-covered 

sample. 

The 37 ML Ni experiment was repeated 3 times using a freshly prepared sample each 

dme and different detector and positioner designs. During the process the experimental 

apparatus a d  methods were cmrinuously improved (Chapter 111). 

h what fullows we will present the results in a step by step fashion to show the 

diffmt aspects of the XAFS data f m  the 37 ML Ni, and the methods of data analysis are 

described in detail. In our case we have severaf factors which do not appew in the standard 

transtllission mode and quire  same extra caution in the data reduction: i) the Bragg peaks 

fiom the crystal sample d y  Limit the energy-space data range which then limits the final 
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R-sparre resolution; ii) h e  a n d o u s  dispersion of x-rays accompanying the glancing- 

incidm will affect mainly the ampfitude of the spectrum; and iii) as we wifl see that to 

distingulsb different modeIs for this system it is not enough to just get the first shell bond 

kngh right, we also have to analyze at least the second shell as well, 

2,: f XANES of 37 ML k'VFee(001) 

XANES refers to the features mund the edge of the absorption spectrum yE), As 

we can see tiom the relation 

p * I < f  1erIi>12P(E) W-1) 

XANES is dated bath to the feams in &he density of states around the edge and the 

features in the dipole projector, so XANES can be sensitive to the electronic structure as 

well as to the bonding geofirtry.lsl For 3-d transition metats then have bpn detailed 

themetical &ulatims based on the energy band structure approach. For example in the 

case of the Kedge of fcc Cu metal, the a p r n e n t  between experimental results and 

the~~etical calculation is very impresive.l91 Among different absorption edges of the 

transition metals, the K-edge shows a strong systematic dependence on the crystal 

smreture. In the case of L-edges (except L1) white lines, associated with atomic-like 

m i d o n s ,  m y  outweigh the subtle dependence on the crystat srmcture.f91 In some cases 

ihe characteristic kames in X A W  which are related to bcc, fcc ur hcp may ix used as 

fingerprints for s ~ u d  identification. But this cannot always be taken for granted, an 

example would be the 9 ML Mi of Fe(001) to be discussed lam which has its XANES 

quite simiiar to that of boc Fe but its EXQFS indicates the s t r u m  is definitely something 



2.1.1) Experiment& Estimifm of the Anomdous Dispersion Effects in XAA'ES 

As dmussed in h p t e - - 9 ,  in the gbncing-incidence mode if the entire signal is 

defected then the XaPjES contains larger distmion compared to the distorticrm in the 

EXAFS. To assess the degree of this distonion i~., our data, the XANES from the total- 

dmn-y ie ld  at incident angles ranging below and slightly above the critical angle we 

plotred in Eig.1, The effwtive critical angle used here, &, was defined to be the angle 

where the reft~avity fm a 8033 eV x-ray beam was reduce2 10 505% fmrn its maximum 

dueue From Fig.l(a) it can be seen that, although there stre some differefices between the 

curves, basically they all have a sFoulder right above the inflection point and then two 

peaks following tha. A dose fmk at the fmt 20 eV of he spectra meals a systemtic 

change in the lineshape, which is demonstrated in Fig-lfb). At very small incident angles, 

say the bottom two curves in f i g1  (a), the distortion of the anomalous dispersion is the 

lightest, presumably it is closer to the undistorted XANES of the 37 ML of Ni if we ignore 

the possibility that ;it these angles tfK signal from the AWi interface is heavily weighted, 

Similar trends also exist in XANE!3 obtained h m  fluorescence and reflectivity. Their 

sornewhat worse signal-to-noise ratio thwarts the camparison over as large q range as 

&awn for the case of total-efectron-yield. Fmm Fig.1 we also see that the distortion is not 

severe enough to ohcure the basic struchm of the XANES of 37 ML of Ni, ix., the 

shudder above the infleaion point fokwed by two peaks in the energy range selected. 

This fact facitimre-s the fol~owing qualitative comparison with the XANES of known 

!zmaxa. 



Fig. 1. XAN?ZS of the 37 ML Ni fitn at different x-ray incident angles. (a) Tfre curves are 
MI& far clarity (the bttcrm one is slightly smoothed). The trend of & d o n  of the 
shape of the firsst peak fie seen, (b) The curves are plotted on thc same scale (the highest 
angle curve is na shown faa chrky]. At the bottom the diffimmxs bemeen the lowest y, 
@inue~otirersaresftcnwntoin~etheamou~litofdistoTtimk&each. 



2.12) Comparison wlth k c  Fe and fcc Xi 

Figure 2 shows the compstriwn between h e  XAh'ES of the 37 hlL Ni and that csf two 

reference samples, fcc Ki and k c  Fe. The reference data were obtained from rnrtal foils in 

msmission mode. The origin of the energy scale is defined to k at the inflection point hi 

each curve. Large differences between bcc Fe and the 37 ML Ni can be seen: in the high 

energy part of the spectra the peak positions are different and between 10 to 30 eV the 

lineshapes are very different, To some extent the 37 ML ISi resembles fcc Ni in the sense of 

the peak positions, but on the other hand the difference is also obvious: the double peaks 

between 10 to 30 eV in fcc are not resolvable in the 37 ML Ni. These comparisons can be 

seen more clearly in the derivative plots shown in Fig.lZ(b). The differences between the 37 

84L Ni and k c  or fcc are nut due to &e residual anomalous dispersion effects in the 37 M L  

Ni data. First of dl, the distortion is negligible in the high energy range as shown in 

Fig. I fb). Secondly, the trend of reducing the distortion as shown in Fig. 1 (a) goes in the 

direction to make the undiitmed XANES of the 37 ML Ni differ even more from bcc Fc, 

and thirdfy due to the monoronic nature of the distortion above the edge it is irnpossi ble to 

elimhate from the 37 ML XAPJES the double-peak structure which is present in fcc Nj. 

The data shown in Fig. 2 were taken during different experimental runs at Beamline 

IV-1 at SSRL using dierent mno~hramator crystals. The Fe and fcc Ni spectra were 

mken using Si(220) and the 37 ML Ni spectrum was taken using Si(l11). The difference 

bemeen the 37 ML Ni and fcc Ni cannot be due to the different energy resolution of 

different crystals, because first the difference is too large and second the same Si(221)) 

T X ~ D F # I C ~ O T  crystal was used in one run to take the fcc Ni reference and a 37 ML Ni 

dam set: a d  the Iatter is indistinguishable from what was taken by Si(ll1) monochromator 

crystals. Based on these observations we can see that the 37 ML Ni does have a XANES 



Fig. 2. Comparison of XANES of 37 ML Ni with that off= Ni and bcc Fe. The 37 klL 
Ni data were acquired in tite torid etecmkyieki mode at q= 0.41pc- 
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h a t  is diffexnt f m  either k c  Xi or bee Fe, but is relatively closer to fco Ni. In other 

words, the XAYES of the 37 ML Xi identifies that it is a new p h n x  different f r i m  nc~n.na1 

fsc Xi m e d  and at the same the it does not fmk like a k c  stnrczurs at ail. It renx~ins to 1x 

seen in the EXAFS analysis iater whether this trend in XAhXS con~parison currelates an 

atomic structure difference in this new phase of Ni metal con~pared ta its naturtll phrtsr, 

2.2) Qualitative Analysis of the EXAFS of 37 ML Nfi(001) 

2.2.1) Cornparism of ~ k j  

In Fig.3 the EXAFS data of the 37 ML Ni is compared to that of fcc Ni and k c  Fe. 

Fig.3(a) shows what is usually referred to as raw data and in Fig.3 (b) we have the 

EXAFS interference function which was obtained from (a). The pre-edge 

kkground was removed by a linear least-squares fit for the 37 ML Ni (data obtained in 

fluorescence mode) and by a Victoreen function fit in the other two cases (data obtained in 

transmission mode). To get x""pt(k), the background above the absorption edge was 

removed by the a 7h order polynomial function for the reference data and by 1200 passes of 

a 3-point smooth function[lO] for the Ni overlayers, and then the amplitude was 

normalized by the edge jump. The edge jump height we used here was de tmined  by 

empolat ion of a linear least-squares fit in a range of about U K )  to 600 eV above the edge 

and the d u e  of the jump height is defined as the value on the straight fine at the first 

inflection poirrt. The anomalous dispersion effect not only changes the amplitude through 

the multiplicative function Amp(k) (see Chapter 11.3. I), it also generates a curvature 

background above the edge as well (e.g. see Chapter II Fig. l Old)). When the sample layer 

is thick, such as the case in hand, the background distortion causes difficulties in accurate 

detenrrinatim of tfte jump height hence large e m s  in absolute coordination determination. 

This is one of the major Emitations of the glancing-incidence EXAFS. With the range of the 

Iinear fits to be ex-- farther towads the high energy end, the effect of the distortion 
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is reduced. On a mnsmissian data set like the one for fcc Ni, the different linear fitting 

range yields a variation in the jump height less than 5%. 

F m  Fig.3 we see that the spectrum of the 37 ML Ni has almost every peak aligned 

with that of fcc Ni except in the vicinity of the edge. In contrast, the difference between the 

Ni werlayers and bcc Fe is obvious, especially in the range from 4 to 6 A-1. 





22.2) Csmparison of the Fcllurier Transforms 

Fcrf the sample layer thickness uncizr consideratiofi. as discassed in chapter II.3.1 a 

significmt difference between F ( k )  and Xgk) w u r s  only in the amplitude. We will see 

that the find reliaMe results we get fntm the data are not mzemed with the absolute 

qIitude, w Pram this point on we will treat p f ( k )  as if it were not d u l t e d  by the 

mher factars and address the effms wknwer they are relevant relevant. 

The ak) functions in Fig.3fb) were multiplied by wave number k a d  then Fourier 

m s f d  from energy-space lactually k-space) into the red space @-space) and the 

restilrs tlre shown in Fig, 4. The Fowier msfm was carried out by using the Fast 

Fumier Tmsfomr algmilhrn (FFQ.f1 I The origin of the wnsform in R-space 

to the p o s i h  of the akmbing atam and the peaks in rbe magnitude of the 

F & m h  m w f m  me c a d  by separated atomSc shells smunding the a b b i n g  atom. It 

is  easy to visualiu: &is if we n&oe thar k ~ k )  consists of a sum of sine functions with 

each tcrm multiplied by an arnrpl[itude modulation function (see farmuitre 11-31? so the 

M e r  m s f m  strouM simply be a set of &functions tro;tdened by the convolution with 

trzursf- of the amplitude fi~naiorrs. Assuming rhe radial distribution of the shells is 

Gmsic i in ,  it clan Ise s b m  $iat the Bafaks in the magnitude indeed cornpond to d i f f e ~ n t  

shells, btn Ihe bond h@judged from the peaks is shifted by the electron 

rePrring phasc.(12j The peak height is propartid to the coordination number at the shell 

d lEXAFS & b e - W w  ,gm in (11-3). It is dso strongly dependent upon the finite 

od rhi: &-space dam that b t H l n s f e .  Although the more distant shells usually have 



i I zind kc: Pi:. Figure 4. Magnitudes of the Fourier transform of kk(k) for 37 ML Xi, fcc V+ 
k-mqge from 2.87 to 14 A-1 and a 30% Gaussian window were used. The numbers 
indicate to which coordination shell tfte features correspond. (a) the higher curve is for fcc 
Ni and the lower one is for the 37 ML Xi; in the inset the Fourier transform of the 37 MI4 
Ni was scaQd by a constant to have the same height as that of fcc Ni at the f i t  peak. (b) 
& clnve fix f3CG Fe. 



As can be expected fram previous comparison in k space, the similarity (dissknilarity) 

between the 37 ML Ni and fcc Ni (bcc Fe) is obvious in F i g 4  This Is even more clearly 

shown in the inset of FigA(a) where the first peak has been scaled to have the same height. 

In Fig4 the short vertical lines and the numbers indicate approximately the positions of the 

neighboring atomic shells. It is apparent that if we assume in the R mnge from 1.5 to 3.5 A 

the Ni overlayers also have two shells like fcc Ni then the bond lengths md ratio of the 

coordination of the fmt two shells in the 37 ML Ni would be a h s t  identical to that of fcc 

Ni. However, above 3.5 A we can see a large relative drop in the magnitude of xhe 

transform of the Ni ovdayers compared to fcc Ni. In tk - Fourier s f  the k c  

srmctun the peak in the range fmm 4 to 5 A is very characteristic. In this range the 

msfonn of the bcc Fe is determined by the fourth and fifth nearest neighbors. The fifth 

nearest neighbor is on the body-center diagonal site; focused multiple scattering causes the 

contribution to the X(k) to be extraordinarily high. From the curve for the 37 ML Ni we do 

not see the indication of the existence of such an unusually strong peak in the higher R 

range. On the contrary, the peak number and relative magnitude in the high R range are 

very similar to that of fcc Ni, in spite of the large drop in magnitude compared to the fcc 

curve. 

The apparent o v d  difference in heights between the peaks of the 37 MI, Ni and that 

of fix Ni can be partially accounted for by the reduction caused by the anomalous 

dispersion effect A model calculation for the angular and energy dependence of the 

amplitude reduction factor was carried out. The result shows that when ylr + yz, the 

a~~~pf i tude will drop by about 40%. With &is part of the magnitude included, the fust peak 

of rhe Ni overlayers wodd be 8bilt the same height as hat of k c  Fe, which is still much 

smaller than that of fix Ni. So we see that although the shell positions and relative 

magnin#tes of ihe transform of the 37 ML Ni me rather similar to that of fix Ni, there 

seems to be a lot of empty marest neighbor sites in the Ni overlayen. The significance of 
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this observation will be addressed again in later discussions about the modeling of the 

overall stnrcture of the overlayers, 

2.2.3) Beating Analysis 

From the degree of the similarity between the two curves in Fig.3(s) it is very 

tempting to conclude directly that the 37 ML Ni has only two shells below 3 3  A as in the 

case of _fez Ni. But we know for bcc Fe the first peak consists of two shells. However, 

because the f ~ s t  and second nearest neighbor shells are quite cbse together (AR = 0.385 

A) only a slight asymmetry occurs to manifest the existence of the second shell. Therefore 

it would be better to have something more than just an educated guess for the shell 

assignments for the Ni uverlayers. One way to test if there is another shell in the first peak 

of the 37 ML Ni is to use the beating ana ly~ i s . [ l~ -~~1  This exercise might look a bit 

r edunh t  in the 37 MZ Ni case, but in the other cases to be discussed later in this chapter 

and next chapter this technique will play a more important role. For consistency, we first 

briefly describe the beating analysis technique then apply it to the 37 ML Ni data. 

When two shells have the same atomic species, the EXAFS of the two shells can be 

written as 

1 
x(k9 = &k) sin [ 2@ + &k) ] 

Al(kj and h ( k )  are &e e E d v e  backscanering amplitude and the central plus 

hckscasreg phase stift of shell 1 , R  = (R1 +R2' isthemmbondtcnpbofthc 2 

two shells, G(k) is the d o  of backscattering amplitude of shell 2 aver shell 1, 
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and dR = R2 - R1. Due to the interference of the two shells, minima appear in the total 

backscattering amplitude A(k) and kinks occur in Rk) with values of k at the beating nodes 

One can use &k) or &k( to measure the values of k ~ ~ + l )  and thus deduce M. In 

practice tite kink position is located by raking the derivative of the phase with respect to k 

The obvious advantage of this method over other analysis techniques is that knowledge of 

the backscattering amplitude and phase is not needed. 
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Figure 5 shows a comparison of the phase derivatives.The three curves are prrxesssd 

in the same way. On the curve representing k c  Fe we can see clearly two k a t  nodes, one 

at about 4 A-1 and the other one at about 12 A-l. They are the first and the third order nwks 

respectively. The c w a n u e  around 3 A-1 of fcc Ni and the 37 ML Ni is not a bear node. 

This feature appears differently (e.g. disappears or changes into a peak) depending on the 

detail of the transform pnxedures such as window range and k weighting order, while real 

Fmt nodes are insensitive to different transfom. Actually if it were a node, we should hc. 

able a, we the next order amund 9 A-1 which is not the case. Plus, we know in the R-range 

considered there is only one shell for fcc Ni. The steep slope on the fcc Ni curve at the high 

k end is also a transform artifact. 

The fact that there is no beat nude on the 37 ML Ni curve tells us that the 37 ML Ni 

has a single shell in the first peak of the transform and the structure cannot be a purely k c  

one. The structure could be a mix of fcc and bcc domains. However, one can add the ~ ( k )  

of bcc Fe and fcc Ni to simulate the data of a two phase system and apply the beating 

analysis to see the minimum percentage necessary to have a visible dip in the phase 

derivative. In this way it can be shown that a 20% k c  content would definitely make a 

distinguishable dip in the phase derivative. Later in the curve-fitting analysis this lower 

bound of residual bcc phase will be pushed much lower. 

2.3) Quantitative analysis of the EXAFS of 37 ML NiFe(001) 

In this work we need to use both of the major kinds of EXAFS analysis techniques, 

i) tEK log-ratio and phase difference methods; ii) multipameter-non1ineit~-teast-squaxs 

me-fifting. Both of the mdy-is mtiniques have been extensively mviewed in the. 

l i taw.[12* l6-l81 In the fdlovsling we just sketch the basic idea. of the methods and 

then present the results of the analysis. 



2.3.1) Phasedifference and Log-ratio Method 

This method is based on Fourier fdtering. First the EXAFS ~ ( k )  is Fourier 

transformed into R-space, ?hen a part of the transfomed data corresponding to a panicular 

stre11 can be filtered and transformed back into k-space and hence the decomposed EXAFS 

amplitude and phase functions can be obtained. Then these amplitude and phase functions 

can be compared to the amplitude and phase of the reference which can be from either a 

reference mterial of known structure or results of ab initio calculations. 

For a particular shell the EXAFS interference function can be written as 

X(k) =A@) sin a@), fv-4) 

where q k )  = 2kR + flk) is the phase function of the shell. With a model compound 

(known structure, phase cPm(k) and ampIitude A,(k)) of the same element as that in the 

uniunclwn smcture, the difference in the phase functions is simply 

The &Since  in (V-5) is roughly a linear function of k . The k' and k designate that the 

referem and the unknown may have different krmi levels hence the k scale origins could 

be different The EXAFS i i~umphc~ - the phase msferability - states that the EXAFS 

phase #k) is basidy an atomic feature, not sensitive to the structure when the 

phu~uetectro~ energy is well above Be Fermi level. Based on this assumption, once the 

ozigia d he k' is adjusted so hat &e atortie fatupe cancels out, ie. &kj - &(k) = 0, then 

fnnn &e dope of rhe Iinear curye @(k) - (9,(k) vs k we can extract the bond length R. 
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For the ampiin.de function, we have 

Similar to the phase transferability, in cases that the atoms in the unknown structure and in 

the reference have very similar atomic environments the backscattering amplitude 1 f ( k )  1 in 

A@) should also be transferable. In practise, the validity of this assumption of amplitude 

#ransferitbiIity is much more restricted than the assumption of phase tmnsferdbiliry.i 191 

Denoting the reference system by the subscript m, the logarithm of the amplitude ratio gives 

If it is further assumed that A - &, $ - S; and (R, - R) u 2, the third term can bc 

neglected and a plot of the 19-ratio in f A(k) / A,(k)) vs k2 gives rise to a linear curve 

with an intercept of In ( 
Rm 

) and a slope of 2( 4 - 2). From known values the 
N, R2 

parameters I? and $ can be deduced. 

2.32) Curve-fining Methods 

As can be seen from the above discussion the phasedifference and log-ratio methods 

are applicable only to cases where the shells are well separated in R-space and can be 

isolated by Fourier filtering. In cases where the system has closely coordinated two or 

more shells or where the R-space resolution is limited by the finite data interval in k-space, 

we would have to deaI with at least two shells together. The common method in this 

situation is to use a parame- function to fit the data and exma the structural 

pameters from the best fit  
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The pxameterid function used to fit the data in this work is the following 

where the terms have the same meanings as in equation (11-3a) except k; is related to k via 

the parameter AE, (concerning the origin of the k, scale) defined below 

h2 with y - 2;;; = 3.8 1 eV A2. k is the magnitude of the wave number of the photoelectron 
e 

and is the k-scale of the measured EXAFS function, i-e. k = [ 2m, ( h o  - Einfreclim )I1D/h. 

It is not modified in the curve-fitting. The e f f d v e  backscattering amplitude IA(kj) I 
2 2 

S: e-2(j 7 e-2Ri'l. and phase in (V-8) used in later fittings for Ni overlayers are 

calculated using an ab inifio single-scattering XAFS theory (FEFF 

in this work the fitting was always done in R-space. The qudity of the fit was 

evaluated by minimizing a residual sum of squares x2 defined as the following f2l> 22] 

(V- 10) 

where nfiee = 1 + Ak dRIR and n is the number of fit parameters, The uncertainty in a 

specific fitting parameter was determined by finding the deviation of the parameter from its 

best-fit value which doubles rhe residual sum of squares x2, meanwhile allowing all other 

(n - I )  variables to float. The aror bar defined in this way could be too conse rvad~e , [~~I  

possibly by as much as a factur of 2.12 '1 The ermr bar so defined descfibes only the 

precision of the fit, the sy stemaric ernws need to be considered separately. In the form (V- 

1 81 the bond length Rj wntains a small syrtematic deviation of 2 2 &  + -) ficm the true 
1 4  a 
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value (see section 11.1). The correction in the current case is -0.005 A and it has been 

added in the values presented hereafter. 

2.3.3) Results 

One drawback of using the backscattering amplitudes and phases calculated irom 

FEFF is that the code is not yet written in a way to handle two shells together, Our 

approach to this limitation was to use the amplitude and phase calculated for the first shelf at 

2.492 A to fit the second shell at 3.524 A. The difference in the phase due to the different 

curvature of the photoelectron at different distances was compensated by a E, shift for the 

second shell relative to the fmt shell. To find this parameter and to have a starting paint of 

other fitting parameters as close to that of the 37 ML Ni as possible, we first perfomled a fit 

on the data of fcc Ni for which we know the structure and which, from previous qualitative 

analysis, we know is very similar to the 37 ML Ni. The fit was done in two steps: first the 

nearest neighbor shell was fitted by a single shell fit process, then with all the parameters 

concerned with the fmt shell fixed the R-space range containing the first two shells was 

fitted by a two shell model. The results of the fit are listed in Table I. 



Table f. Resut ts of fitting the reference fcc Ni data. Fixed parameters: R2/R1 = 1 -41 4; 

= 0.5. Transform: kl weighted data, Hamming window, 2.106 to 14.059 A-1 for 

&-space interval. Fit: 1 .€I95 - 3.517 A for R-space interval, 2i. = 6.90 x (10-5 AA). 

A = 4 - 4 . AEz-I = AE2 - AEl . 

In the above fit if Rl had been fixed at the known crystallographic value and AE1 was 

then allowed to float, the resulting x2 would be about twice as large as that in Table I, 

indicating a nonsatisfactory fit. Therefore the difference between the Rl value shown in 

TaMe I and 2.492 A from x-ray c rys~~graphy~23]  provides a calibration of the 

systematic deviation between FEFF calculation and our data, is .  we have R1 being 

systematically smaller &an the true value by 0.009 A or 0.36%. Similarly, the difference 

between the value ofNI and 12 (fa nearest coordination), 5.5%, is also due to an as yet 

undetermined systematic ermr in the FEFF code.[24] 

m e  rather large mar bus in Table I are reflections of parameter correlations. There 

are stmng cornfations in the pairs, MI with R1, and c( with iV1. To make sure that we 

were not misled by the s a w g  conelations, the MI and 4 were also determined by using 

two aher rmthxfs as destsriM in tfK fo1lowing to check for consistency of the ~ ~ ~ u l t s .  
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It can be proved mathematically that when the amplitude and phase are removed from 

a single shell data before the Fourier transfom and if there is no E, shift between the phase 

and the data, then the peak of the imaginary park of the transfoxm will coincide with the 

peak of the magnitude, otherwise the two peaks do not line up at the same R 

value.[lh 25-271.~his technique was applied and the results are shown in Fig. 6 which 

confirms that the MI found in the fitting is reasonable. Another way of finding the Eo shift 

is to adjust Eo of either the data or the reference such that the extrapolation of the linear part 

of the phase difference in (V-5) passes thmugh zero at k = 0.[16] The origin of this E, 

problem is partially due to the difference in the definition of the zero level of the energy 

scale and partially due to the discrepancy between the theoretical phase and that extracted 

experimenta~ly.~201 

As for 4, a log-ratio analysis on the fist shell of fcc Ni was carried out using the 

effective amplitude h rn  FEFF as the reference, the resulting cf was 5 . 8 6 ~  1 A 2  which 

is in good agreement with that in Table I. In Fig. 7 the large deviations from a linear 

behavior in both the low k and high k ends are mainly due to transform artefacts. The linear 

fitting range is in between the two vertical dash lines in the figure. 



Fig. 6. The magnitude (solid line) and the imaginary part (dash-doc) of the Fourier 
transform of fcc Ni. In (a) the effective amplitude and phase have been removed, but Eo 
k s  not been shifted Clearly the magnitude and the imaginary part peak are at different 
dist~qms- In (b) the effective amplitude and phase have been removed and Eo has been 
sfiitied tfy 7-57 eV relative to the reference phase. The two peaks coincide. The optimized 
Eo shift determined by this method is 7.25 i- 0.5 eV which eliminates the slight asymmetry 
of the imaginary pat. 
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Table if. Resuits of fitting the 37 M L  Ni data. Fixed parameters: M1 = -5.17 eV and 
9 

-7.67 eV for the Al-covered sample and the non-covered sample respectively. d; = 

5.01~10-3 AZ, = 2.663 eV, A& = 1.853 x l e 3  A? Transform: kl weighted d;tr:i, 

Hamming window; the k space uuncation intervals were 22.688- 12.4 13A -',2.849- 10.033 

A-1 and 2.845-14.03 1 A-1 for samples 1.2 and 3 respectively- Fit: 1.695 - 3.503 for R- 

5pace intavat. 



Fig. 8. Two shell fit of 37 ML Ni: the magnitude and the imaginuy 
part of the trmsfom of sample-3 (solid) and the fit (dash-dot). 

In the fits A& and were fixed at the salues obtained for fcc Ni in Table 11. 

Judged fmm the similarity between fa and the 37 AIL Ni as discussed in the qualitative 

analysis, the A&, in both systems should be reasonably close. Due to the intermixing of 

the second shell with the highcr shells, the attempts to fit the data while letting both N2 and 

fluat did not ybld physically mningful  results. It is likely that the relative disorder 

between the nearest and the second nearest neighbor shell in the 37 ML Ni sample is larger 

t b  r L r  in a plycrystalline sample, so the assumption about A$-, may result in an 

apparent N$NI vafire srnallw than the true value. 

In Table II the fixed 4 value was determined from a log-ratio fit for the filtered first 

sheM afsampfe-3. A similar praxis for data of sample-l resulted in basically the same 

vdw: tfre difference was only by 0.7% which has no effect on the results shown in 
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Table 11. The k interval of data for sample-;! was too short for a peiiahte application of thc 

log-ratio method. Notice that the gvalue determined for the 37 ML Ni ic smaller than rhnt 

extracted from fcc Ni metal. At first look this appears strange because that seems to suggest 

the thennal and structural disorder of the first shell in the 37 Mt Ni appears to be smaller 

than that in the Ni metal. We attribute this anomlous effect to the uncimected FLl(E)/F(j(f:'o) 

factor included in the data as discussed in chapter 11. From the size of the effect of 

Fo(E)fFo(Eo) estimated from model calculations in section 11.3, it can be estimated that if 

this factor could be excluded from the data the Debye-Wailer factor of the 37 ML Ni woirId 

be not very different from that of the Ni metal. 

The fixed Mt values used in the fits in Table I1 were obtained by adding the &El of 

Table I to the Eo shift found fiom a phase difference comparison between the phases 

extracted from the 37 ML, Ni data and the fcc Ni data. 'T'he criterion used to determine the 

Eadifference between the exb.acted phases was to fit the most linear part of the phase 

difference and adjust EO of either of the phases to cause the extrapolation of the fitting line 

t o p s  through the origin.f j21 The "rule of thumb" of the correlation between AEl and K I  

is that every 3 eV change in & anxspods to about 0.01 A change in R I .  So if the 

difference between the samples is ignored there would be a systematic difference of a b i ~ t  

0-01 A in values of R1 between Al-covered and uncovered samples. This was conf imd  

by testing of the fits with El fixed at the value of fcc Ni. However, the 31;! in the testing fits 

for AI-covd  data were nearly 3 times Iarger than those shown in Table I i indicating that 

the model was less satisfxmry 

All the data used in the fits in Table XI were taken in the fluorescewe mode. The data 

for sample 1 were chained while tfte sample was rotating at 40 Hz mund the vertical axis 

of the surface, which averaged out the Bragg diffraction p e d ~ s . 1 ~ ~ 1  We background for the 

&-space data of sample 1 was 1-em0ved by a k' weighted 9fh order polynomial fit, whereas 

for the ather rwo sa+es a k1 weighted P arder pol ynomid was used. The data for the 

otfrer tvvo sltmples were taken witlrout mating rfK: sample. The data were cross-checked 
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with that taken simultaneously with reflectivity and total-electron yield to make sure that 

they were not contaminated by Bragg diffraction peaks. The no-coverlayer sample was 

measluwt in the first run of this system and the x-ray incident angle in that run was not 

accurately determined, but it can be estimated to be above the critical angle. The reason for 

the uncertainty was that in our w l y  experiments, the reflectivity data were not properly 

m d i z e d .  The data for the samples 2 and 3 had the incident angles in the vicinity of, but 

below, the aiticai angle. 

As mentioned kfm, rhe emor bars shown in Table I and ff represent only the 

precision of the fits, we still have to consider the systematic em15 before we reach the 

cmcIusim on the structural parameters. For nearest neighbor distance R1 the systematic 

errors have the following origins. Fit, there is an error in the phase calculated from 

EEFF, which as we have calibrated in the case of fitting of fcc Ni produces an error on R1 

of -0.009 A. Second, as discussed in chapter if in this range of sample thickness the 

m u u s  dispersion effm causes a d l  systematic error with a size about -0.002 A. 
The third emr comes from the utlcert;ainty of the MI used in the fits. For example in the 

case s b n  in Fig. 6 the optimized & deermined by aligning the peaks of the imaginary 

a d  magnitude of the Fourier transform is about 0.5 eV below the value used in the fit. 

'PItis would nansfDrm into an e m s  & a b u t  0.002 A if the lSEl in the fit was fixed 0.5 eV 

lavcr. If we now co r r s t  the first Lind of e m  by adding 0.009 A to R1 and include the 

second and the third kinds of enw into the uncertainty and take average of the R1 values in 

Table f I weighted by tk c-g I&*, we have our best estimation of the nearest 

neighbor bond length in the 37 ML Ni as & = 2.491 f 0.01 A. Similarly, 

Far the n e a n s  neighborcOOndiRatim number of tfie 37 ML Ni we have a large 

&is is because a d l  angle diBerp:nce in tfie vicinity of the critical angle could 
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fonnaiism discussed in chapter If, this distortion can be ;zccwately corrected by the 

calculakd results as shown by H e l d  et al in a series of experiments conducted on layered 

samples with glass as the sub~tra te . f~~1 Because the amplitude distortion caused by the 

a n o d o u s  dispersion basically scales the overall amplitude by a constant, the effect will he 

cancelled out in the variable NdPJl. As we can see from Table TI the agreements of this 

quantity among the runs are much better than that of N1. Averaging the results in Table I1 

8 weighted by the corresponding 1/f -  we have N 2 / h  = 0.469 f a2 

Azth~ugh it is difficult far us to obtain the nearest neighbor coordination number 

quantitatively without accurately handling the anomalous dispersion effects in the current 

case, we can still estimate the upper bound of Nl as the following. When the weighted 

average of Nl in Table I1 is comted by the estimated 40% (the upper bound) reduction 

due to the anomalous dispersion effects and 5.5% systematic reduction due to the FEFF 

code as calibrated in Table I, we have the N1 for the 37 ML Ni being 5 8.8. This 

cmrdination number is significantly smaller than that of a regular fcc structure (N, = 12), 

but it is relatively close to that of bcc Fe (Nl = 8). 

To estimate the lower bound of the presence of a residual bcc phase in the 37 MI, Ni, 

a %shell fitting was conducted. Besides the two shelIs proposed in Table If, another shell 

was added to the fit. First it was assumed that the third shetl had the same distance as the 

second sheU of bcc Fe. Other parameters were fixed at the same values as the first shell in  

Tabie ff except the third shell coorrtination number N ' was permitted to float. This fit 

ended up with a d l  (8,596 of the hll in Table If) and negative N 'which is not physical. 

U p  pesndming tfK disou~ce of this shdl it, float, the fit for this she11 yielded the same 

dismxx as the second shell in Table Il kt again gave a small negative value. The 

p~fameters f a  the d x r  two she* nxmined virtually unchanged during these fits. 

As i nd id  by the rammbleness of the structural parameters obtained in the above 

analysis, we found no evidence of substanrial alloying at the AVNi interface of ihe 37 MI, 

Ni samples. On the other hand, Heafd and Elamera have shown that for a po1ycr)rstalline 
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sample there is a spontaneous alloying region about 60 A in thickness formed at the AI/Ni 

interface at room temperature.[ 341 We attribute the difference between our results and that 

in Ref. 34 as being due to the difference in the samples. It is generally accepted that 

diffusion and trarsport along grain boundaries can dominate many thin film reaction 

processes.135J The 37 AML Ni films used in our experiments are single crystals (as 

indicated by the RHEED patterns), therefore the density of grain boundaries of the 37 ML 

Ni s h f d  be much less than that of a p fyqs t a l l i ne  Ni film case. Also, of course, a 

pfycrysdline sample has mme than one crystallographic surface exposed with the 

possibility of a surface free energy favours the formation of an alloy. In addition, we 

deposited A1 onto the 37 ML Ni under a low substrate temperature (see Chapter IV) which 

should limit the mobility of the A1 atom on the Ni surface, hence further reducing the 

possibility of the reaction between the two elements. We also n o t i d  that the integrity of 

the stabilized Ni phase (>f 3ML) may be another factor that reduces the alloying at the Al/Ni 

interface: for a 6 ML Ni covaed with A1 we observed substantial alloying,[361 it is likely 

that the intermediate phase at such thickness might have a higher density of grain 

bdaries. 

2.4) Concfusions and Discussion on 37 Na, NifFe(001) 

The main results on the 37 Mt Ni are summarized in the following: 

1) The structural parameters obtained from EXAFS are 

R I  = 2.491 f 0.01 A, 

Rz = 3,515 -L 0.06 A, 
N2/N1 = 0.469 f 0.2; 

2) The nearest neighbor amdination number is less than or equal to 8.8, which 

fepr~sents a ratha large reduction from 12 in a fcc sbucture. This is also accompanied by a 

significant ductim in the dative contributions (determined by the relative coordination 
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number and the Debye-Wdler coefficients) of the 3rd ant 

metal. 

3 4th shells compared to fcc Ni 

3) From beating and curve-fitting we can see that the structure of the Ni overlayers is 

not a mixture of bcc and fcc phases; 

4) XANES of the Ni overlayers indicates that the Ni overlayers have a different 

structure from either a bcc or fcc structure. 

If we now compare the above structural parameters obtained for the 37 ML Ni with 

those of fcc Ni metal (R1 = 2.492 a, R2 = 3.524 A and N f l I  = 0.5) we can see that the 

local structure of the 37 ML Ni is almost identical to that of fcc Ni within the uncertainties 

of the EXAFS results* . These results contradict the early qualitative assessment on the 

SlrUCMe that it was believed to be mainly a bcc structure with minor defects.[l. 71 In view 

of our EXAFS results, the weak additional spots which appeared in the RHEED pattern 

(see chapter N Fig. 7) after the first 3-6 ML growth actually represent a drastic phase 

transition. After the fdm thickness reaches into the stabilized phase range (> 13 ML 12* 1) 

the local structure turns into one that is characteristic of fcc structure. The growth is still in 

a layer-by-layer fashion as shown by &e RHEED intensity oscillations but it definitely does 

not retain a pseudomorphic structure of the substrate surface anymore. 

The relative reduction in the contribution to the EXAFS of shells beyond the next 

nearest neighbor was also observed in a RHEELS study on the same system in UHV 

environment and without the covering layer on top of the Ni overlayers.f71 A1 though in the 

case of RHEELS the R-space resolution was much lower than the EXAFS results 

presented here and the only quantitative result was the nearest neighbor distance (identical 

to that in fix within 0.05 A). Nevertheless, the qualitative agreement between the results of 

the two techniques is quite obvious when comparing the Fourier transforms in Fig. 4 and 

that in Fig. 8 of Ref. 171. 

* TIE d t s  pretr-y plt-ef.%) were for ont: sainpk whereas the results fumrnari~zd ahove arc 
cfie weighted avmge for 3 sample;F. The main difference in the published wark is that NdNI  = 0.50. 
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There are no matching planes between fcc and bcc lamces and we know the growth is 

layer-by-f aya. Therefore there must be defects in the Ni overlayers. This is consistent with 

the RHEED observation that the area density of the Ni overlayers is reduced 7-20% after 

the first sign of the phase transition occurs.[5] The deviation of the structure of the 37 ML 

Ni from that of fcc Ni may be related to these defects. This indicates rhat even at a rather 

large thickness there are still some strains induced by the Fe substrate existing in the Ni 

overlayers which prevents them from completely relaxing to the natural fcc structure. 

RHEED patterns observed during the growth were very reproducibIe and showed that this 

supposed defect structure still possessed a square symmetry in the sample surface. This in- 

plane square symmetry was also indicated clearly by the rnqgnetic properties of the film.149 

71 

If we use islands of (1 10) of fcc Ni as building blocks and consider the low area 

atomic density characterized by the estimated nearest neighbor coordination I 8.8, we have 

a structure in the 37 ML Ni overlayers which is somewhat similar to bcc Fe(001) layers in 

the macroscopic sense: similar nearest neighbor coordination number and similar interlayer 

dismce (with that in fcc Ni(f 10) being 13% smaller). This might be the reason why one 

could interpret the magnetic measurements with a bcc Ni model in mind. 

EXAFS, as a locd probe, partially revealed the nature of &is metastable phase of Ni 

merlayers. It is however unable to detect the characteristics related to the long range order. 

In the find solution to the sn-uctum, the nearest and next-nearest neighbor information 

provided here could serve as the constraints on the modeling. 

In this section we study rhe structure after the phase transition in the Ni overlayen on 

Fe(OO1) statred. The system uiied is Au(l0 ML)~i(lfML)fFefPML)/Ag(001). The 
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thicknesses of the Ni and Fe overlayers are in the range usually referred to as trlmta/tin, i.e. 

the thickness is thinner man the magnetic exchange length (e.3. - 33 A for ~ e ) . [ ~ 1  To a 

good approximation, Fe(001) films grown on Ag(OO1) can be regarded as having the 

n o d  k c  Fe lattice as discussed in chapter IV. The growth of Ni on ultrathin Fe(W 1 ) on 

bulk Ag(001) is similar to the growth of Ni on bulk Fe(001). Both types of Ni films exhibit 

identical RJ3EED patterns with the same critical thickness for the transition from a pure hoc 

Ni (thickness less than 3-6 ML) into the new phase.[6] The 10 ML Au grown on the top of 

the Ni film protects the m p l e  from oxidation when it is taken out of the UHV 

environment. All of the growths were in a layer-by-layer fashion as monitored by Rf-1EED 

intensity oscillations (see chapter IV). 

Dw to the fact &at the sample Iayer is very hin, according to the calculation in 

chapter II the distortion in EXAFS by the anomalons dispersion effect will be negligibly 

d l .  Thus besides obtaining the bond lengths we are also able to obtain the coordination 

numbers in the conventional fashion. 

The main reason Ag was used as the substrate of the system was to reduce the 

magnetic signals from the substrate material in studying the magnetic properties so that the 

magnetic properties of the Ni overlayers could be measured better. This turns out to be also 

beneficial for applying glancing-incidence XAES in the fluorescence detection mode. The 

reason lies in the energy differences among the fluorescent yield fmm different elements 

invofved When the incident x-ray is around the Ni K-edge (8.333 keV), the excited core 

levels in the substrate and the covering Iayer are Ag L-edges and Au M-edges. Therefore 

the fluorescent photons yielded fiom the substrate and the covering layer haw energies 

g e d y  less than 3 keV which is much smaller than the energy of the fiumescence yield 

&Mi (-7.5 keV) and these bw energy flitomcent photons can be easily filtered out from 

he totat signal. A thin piece of pi& between the sample and the detectm is sufficient frtr 

dre •’3-g- The consequences of &is signal discrimination are twofold- Firstly, the 

fikerd signal has a Iowa background intensity. Secondly, for the thin sample case 



(<I0 ML) the distortion in XANES due to the anomalous dispersion is practically 

eliminated (see chapter 11-23). In our experiments the plastic cap of the electron detector 

(see chapter III.2. I), which is between the sample and the fluorescence detector (see 

chapter IIT Fig. I), playr the role as the signal filter. The experimental evidence of these 

statements will be presented in the next chapter where the validity of these points will be 

fully substantiated by experimental results on the Au(lOML)/Cu(8ML)IAg(001) system. 

What we are mostly interested in is still a NilFe(001) problem, so the analysis 

methods in this section will be in a parallel fashion to those used for the 37 ML Ni case. 

3-11 XANES of 9 ML NifFe(001) 

Fig. 9(a) shows that the K-edge X A E S  of fcz Ni metal and 9 ML Ni, and the 

K-edge XANES of bcc Fe metal and 9 ML Fe. The curves have been displaced vertically 

for clarity and the first inflection point of each curve has been defined to be the energy zero. 

5 passes of a 3-point smooth func tion[l01 were used to smooth the curve for the 9 ML Fe, 

the other curves were smoothed by 2 passes of the same function. Unlike the case of the 

statdilled phase (37 ML), the XAN[ES of the 9 UL Ni is strikingly different from that of 

fix Ni which is the naaual phase of Ni metal. It can be seen that the 9 ML Ni XANES is 

quite similar to that of the 9 ML Fe layers underneath, and the latter is identical to that of 

bee Fe metal as far as the major fatures are mxmed. A more detailed comparison is 

shown in Fig. 9fb) by the derivatives of the XANES. In the range from 5 to 30 eV above 

rfre absqdon k s h o l d  the 9 ML Ni follows the same trend as that in 9 ML Fe and bee Fe, 

and in panicufar* they all have a dip just above 20 eV whereas the fcc Ni has a peak. 

HOW=, in the higher energy range (>40 eV), ie. when we are getting into the EXAFS 

mge, the 9 ML Ni tends to be more similar to that of the fcc Ni. 



A n fcc Ni 

Fig 9 XANES of AU(~O~)~~(~ML)/F~(~A~L]/A~(OO 1) and references. (a) XANTS of 
the sample and r;efmnces. (b) Tfre derivatives of the XANES with respect to energy. 
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3&2) Qualitative Analysis of the EXAFS of 9 ML Ni/Fe(001) 

3-21] Comparison of ~ f k )  

fn Fig. f 0 we compare the EXAFS interference functions. First of all, the 

resemblance between the 9 ML Fe and bcc Ee is quite obvious. Nearly all the major peaks 

of k c  Fe are coincident wirh those in the 9 ML of Fe, except the features above 11 A-1. In 

contrast to what we might have expected on the basis of the XANES comparison, we see 

the EXAFS of the 9 ML Ni is strikingly different from that of the 9 ML Fe and k c  Fe. 

Neither is the 9 ML Ni as similar to the fcc Ni as was in the case of the stabilized phase. 

The spectra for the 9 ML Ni and the 9 ML Fe in Fig-10 clearly demonstrate the 

advantage of using EXAFS on such systems, i.e. the element selectivity enables us to 

easify separate the signals coming from different layers. On the other hand, the quality of 

the sample growth is also tested If severe alloying had happened at the N Z e  interface in 

the final form of the sample, the Ni K-edge data and the Fe K-edge data would look the 

same because the backscattering amplitudes of Ni and Fe atoms are indistinguishable in the 

sense of EXAFS signals. 1373 

Anorher point worth mentioning about these opposite trends in comparisons of 

XANES and EXAFS i s  that it is nor reliable, at least for the systems discussed he=, to 

colrrelate the features in the XANES of the 9 TvU, Ni directly to the interatomic 

distances. f 381 



Eig. 10 Comparison of interference functions for Ki and Fe. The 
curves were obtained by mmving the brickground b m  the nw 
data using a kl wigkited TLh order polynomial fit to the background. 
For the cunre of the 9 ML Fe one exm step, a Fourier fillrering 
(from 0 to 9 A in R-space), was used to filter oci the high frcqwncy 
noise. 
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dirmnccr. The features below 1.5 A correspond to low frequency modulations in ~ ( k ) ,  i.e. 

the resirftlirif of hckgrottnd signal mdulatians. 



In fig.ll(b) we can see that the 9 Fe is indeed very close to that of the k c  Fe, 

The aqmmary in the highest peak, peak 1, and the abnormal tag nmgnitude of the p ; t A  

between 4 and 5 A, are the chmteristic features of a k c  structure. However, the structure 

of the 9 84t Fe dm deviates from a perfect bcc one in a few ways. TtK differences are 

readily apparent beyond the second nearest neighbor. We are unable to provide it 

quantitative analysis of the large R-region, but we will make the following y ualitative 

comments, First of all, the 3rd, 4th and 5& shells are expanded relative to those of k c  1% 

rr~eml. Second, the peak e m s p n d i n g  to the third shell in a bcc structure splits indicating 

that either a new shell may be fcamed in between the third and fourth shells of k c  Fe or the 

nearst neighbor triangular multipk-scattering paths may be substan~lly different from that 

in normal k c  Fe. Thirdly, the 1 multiple-scartering peak (the fifth shell in the k c  

~tnrcture) between 4 an 5 A is  much weaker in the 9 ML Fe than in bcc Fe. That means 

some of the body-centerdiagonal Fe-Fe-Fe bridges are lost or the angle hetween the two 

brw;rds is not 180•‹ anymore. This may indicate that the vertical latrice constant of the 9 M1, 

Fk is not: e q d  to that in bcc Fe, or, there is  a displrrcement of the an individual layer in the 

(001) plane relative to its neighboring layers. But, the overall smctun= of the 9 MI, I=e is 

stillprettymuchabccane- 

As shown in fig1 1, the asfigmnent of atomic shells for tPle 9 ML Ni is nut at all 

cteSntesn LaGer we will show that the highest peak around 2 A is a single shell peak. Noticc 

thiast phis peak shifts sli&t]:gr to a shmer distance rehiwe to that in fcc Ni and the peak 

bght is about afte same as h t  of the kc  Ee metal. The latter observation indicates, to the 

z%rmtft gpprojritrration, ttre ne- neI@~brcff coondination number of the 9 ML Mi m y  be 

higher than that ofthe quivatent bx Fe because the peak for k c  Fe has two sheih tlrxier 

C t t r ingdy  is that farhe 9 ML Ni the apparent second shell peak, at 

d x ~  3-65 A ar tbe figme- is at r larga interatomic distance &an either k c  Fe or fcc Si 



However, at such a distance the multiple-scattering contribution starts go become the 

dominant effect in a fcc lattice, so the apparent lattice stretching coiild also be due to the 

matification of the muftiple-scattering paths of a fcc lattice. The part of the transform with 

H > 3 %r has a smaller relative intensity relative to either of the references and that of the 9 

ML Fe. This could mean either or both i) large static disorder exists in the high R part; and 

ii) there are some missing atoms (e.g. defects) in the plane. There is also a third possibility 

fur the large magnitude reduction in the high R-region, i.e, in the 9 ML Ni, rhe density and 

the level of the static disorder are still more or less the same as in the reference cases but the 

latiice is distorted in such a particular way that the contribution from many multiple- 

scattering paths are suppressed (e.g. many bond angles are near 90~1~~1) .  Intuitively, this 

third possibility is less likely than the previous two. 

3-2.3) Beating Analysis 

The assignment of a single shell to the peak around 2 A for the transform of the 9 ML 

Ni is achieved by the beating analysis. The kX(k) data from 2.107 to 11.658 A--' were 

Fourier transformed, the contents in the range from 1.518 to 3.059 A of the aansfonns 

were filtered and back-transformed and hence the corresponding phase function was 

exmted- In Fig. 12 we compare the derivative of the extracted phases of the 9 ML Ni, the 

9 NIL of Fe and bcc F%. The three data sets were processed in exactly the same way for the 

purp~se of comparison. In the figure we see there is a clear dip around 4 A-1 for both the 9 

ML Fe and bcc Fe, which is the first mder beat node corresponding to the distance 

difference between the second and the first shells in the bcc Fe structure. In the same 

fiergim, rhe cunte fcw the 9 ML Ni is completely flat, i.e. there is only a single shell in the R 

mge setmed- The cunrams in bo& ends of curves for the 9 ML Ni and bcc Fe are due to 

transform artifacts because kir existence and position are related to the detail of the 

msfann procedms, e-g. slightly different window width, different k weighting in the 

fog~w&-transfoltn. R e d  features cannot be eliminated by any sensible processing 
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procedures. On the other hand, if the dip of the 9 XIL Xi mund 2.5 -4-1 were the first 

order beat node, then we should be able to see the rhird order node around 7.5 A-1, bur &is 

is not the case, This is another way to distinguish a red feature from mifxts. The shallow 

dip near the high k end of the curve for the 9 3ZL Fe is not dependent on the detailed data 

processing procedures, but it is in the region \\-here the data quality is rither poor so it is 

not dear at this point whether it is a real feature. 

Fig. 12. Derivatives of the phases extracted from data of the 9 ML 
Ni (dash-dot), the 9 ML Fe (solid) and k c  Fe (dash). 

Through she above qualitative analyses, one point which becomes quite c I w  is that at 

this intermediate stage in fuming the stabilized phase (>I3 ML) the structure of the Xi 

o d a y m  is definitely not mainly bcc anymore. 



33.1) Phasedifference and log-ratio results 

The fust shell of the 9 W Ni is quantitahvely analyzed in this section. In Table III 

the results from the phase-difference and log-mtio method are summarized, where the 

reference backscattering amplirude and phase of a Ni atom were extracted from the 

triursmission data taken on a Ni foil. Wftenever comparison is made between the reference 

and the unknown, the two data sets were processed in exactly the same way in order to 

cartcet out the effects of the trmsfom amfacts as much as possible. It was found that the 

Eo of the 9 ML Ni needed to be shifted by -2.5 eV relative to that of the fcc Ni to enable the 

linear least-squares fit of the phase difference to pass through the origin. This Eo shift was 

also confirmed by using the method of Lee and ~ e n i [ l h  25] as discussed in the analysis of 

the 37 ML Ni case. It is interesting to notice that the amount of the Eo shift relative to the 

fcc Hi in this 9 ML Ni case is the same as in the case of A1 covered 37 ML Ni (see 11.2.3). 

Rte drawback of this analysis technique is that the results are dated to the linear fitting 

intervals believed to be unaffected by the transform artifacts, so it is not very objective to 

assign error bars to the results. In Table 111 we listed the results from two out of many 

different ways tested for processing the data, the deviations between the results provide a 

typical esrimation of the refiabilitg. of the malts. Fig. 13 shows the data and the linear fits 

used to &in the msuIts in TaMe TII. 

In Table UI and Fig. f 3 we can see that the nearest-neighbor distance in the 9 ML Ni 

is conuacted c o m w  with that in fcc Mi by abou~ 0.06 19. Erom the difference in the 

Tabie and the ~ s t a t ~ u ~ h y  value o f f a  I%, the neatest-neighbor coordination number 

of rhe 9 tMt Mi becomes 9-08 + 0.07. The emrr bar loosely assigned here is simply the 
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The reason we show the results from the phase-difference md log-ratio in wch rt 

detailed way is because in the following we will see that the R1 result from the cune-fitting 

is about 0.03 A larger than that in Table III. Although both the analyses show there is a 

contraction for the first nearest neighbor distance of the ? ML Ni compared to that in  fcc 

Ni, the difference in quantitative results is larger than the usual emr bar for the nearest 

neighbor distance, e.g. M.01 A in the 37 ML Ni case discussed earlier. We do not know 

what is the origin of this systematic difference. 

Table 111. Phasedifference and log-ratio results on the 1 st shell of 9 ML Ni. The first three 

columns describe the Fourier filtering: k weighting, k-space data range used and R-space 

fdtta range. AR = R 9 m  - Rfcc and ~4 = - c& . 
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Fig 13. Linear Eeast-squares fia fur the phase differences and 
amplitude log-rhos between the 9 ML Ni and the fcc Ni samples. 
(a) and fb) currespond to the first row of results in TabIe III, (c) and 
(c) correspond io tfie second row. 
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3.3.2) Fitting Results 

Table N and Fig. 14 show the results of one shell curve-fitting for the first shell of 

the 9 ML Ni. The good quality of the fit shows that a single shell model is enough to 

interpret the data in that R-space range. Therefore the fitting confirms that there is no 

residual k c  structure left in the data, which is consistent with the beating results. That 

means the structure of the Ni overlayers in this case cannot be a mixture of k c  and fcc 

phase. 

Table N. One shell curve-fitting for the 9 ML Ni. Theoretical amplitude and phase 

calculated using FEFF d e  were used in the fit function and MI = -5.17 eV was fixed. 

Transform: kl weighting, Hamming window, 3.232 to 12.43 1 A-1 for k-space interval. 

Fitting ranges are shown in Fig. 14. 



g 4 Curve-firthg for &e la shelf c f ~ k  9 =IML Ni: (a) magnitude of the m s f m  pius 
tEre imaginary part, data ( d i d )  and fit (dash-dot); (b) magnitude of the transform of data 
(solid) and fit (dash-dot) in a larger R space range. 



Proceeding simiiady to what we did in the 37 ML Ni case, we c o m t  the R1 by 

adding to the value in Table IV the systemic deviation 0.36% due to the the~reticaf phase 

used and include other systematic uncertainties in the final error bar. We have for the 9 ML 

Ni from ewe-fitting: & = 2.460 f 0.005 A. This shows the nearest neighbor distance 

contracts by 0.032 A from that of fcc Ni (2.492A). Notice the difference in the amount of 

&is conmaion obtained &tm the curve-fitting and from the phase-difference method (see 

Table III). For Nl, we add to the value in Table IV the systematic deviation, 5.556, and 

include in the uncertainty the residual anomalous dispersion effect in the worst case, 6%. 

Thus we have & = 8.89 f 1.5. This is in good agreement with 9.08 obtained by the log- 

rafio method. In the e m r  bar we include the uncertainty due to ignoring the background 

multiplicative factor Fo(E)lFo(Eo) (see chapter 11.3.1) which was estimated by a model 

calculation to be 0.4~10-3 AZ. This results in t$ = 6.59 .f 1.5 (10-3 A2). Comparing the 

Debye-Waller coefficients in Table N with hat in Table I we have the difference 
2 

&+f+OMe = 0.76 f 1.5(10-3 A2), which is in fair agreement with 0.91 (10-3 A2) 

obtained by the log-ratio. This value gives the estimation of how much sofref and mare 

disordered the 9 NIL Mi is compared with fcc Ni metal. 

3.4) Conclusions and Discussion on 9 ML Ni/Fe(001) 

Tfie main ~sul t s  on the 9 ML Ni are summarized here: 

1) The sz~ctchnd pafamete:rs obtained from EXAFS are 

R1* = 2.445 2 0.015 A, 

N1 = 8.89 -Ir 1.5, 

~4~~~~ = 0.76 f 1.5 A2; 
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2) The beating analysis excludes the possibility that the structure has any significant 

amount of phase, i-e. after the first phase transition or at least at 9 ML thickness the 

layers originally in k c  phase are also tmnsformed into a new phase, 

3) XANES of the 9 ML Ni overlayers resembles that of bcc Fe, 

4) The ;topwent second major shell of the 9 MI-. Ni appears to be at approximately 

3.65 A, which is larger than that in either k c  Fe or fcc Ni. 

The transition fmm k c  to the stabilized phase involves a continuous change. This 

was observed by LEED previously and now from the XAFS aspect we have provided the 

local view in the middle of the continuous structural change. 

The result of the contraction of R1 was smprising. The amount of the Debye-Waller 

coefficient increase of the first shell in the 9 ML Ni seems not large enough to cause the 

asymmetry in the pair distribution function which would generate a false shrinkage of the 

bond 1 e n ~ h . 1 ~ ~ 1  So the contraction we saw from both the phasedifference method and the 

curve-fitting seems to be x-ed, and the AR change is somewhere in between -0.03 to -0.06 

a. Note that this contraction In R1 may not necessarily mean the atomic volume in the 9 ML 

Ni overlayers is smaller than that in fcc or k c  Ni structures. The point is that the second 

m . r  shell in the 9 ML Ni appears to be at a much larger distance than in either of the two 

cases which may provide the balance for the atonic volume. However, this is complicated 

by the contribution of the nearest neighbor triangular multiple-scattering paths to ~ ( k ) .  It is 

known that the first few monolayers of the Ni overlayers started as a pure bcc structure for 

vrhish R1 would be 2.483 A. The ccntritction of R1, hence the contraction of the c lattice 

ccwtststnt ma) be dK indication of the transition of the bcc (001) into a fix (1 10) plane which 

is a plausible model for the thicker averlayer case. The interplane spacing of fcc Ni (1 10) is 

about f 3% smdk r than that of bcc Fe(001). 

The result of MI, average n m s t  neighbor coordination, shows from an aspect other 

than interatomic distances that tk l d  symmeuy of the Ni site in the Ni overlayers is 
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unlikely to be k c  which needs the nearest coordination of 8. Art average ccwrdin;lrittn of 51 

wmld mean that the S W ~ ~ R  has to contain some missing atoms at Ni sites, i.e. a defect 

model is needed. 

It is interesting to notice that the nearest neighbor coordination of the 9 ML Ni is very 

dose to h e  nearest neighbor coordination estimated for the 37 ML Ni (18.8. see section 

V.2.4). In both of these two cases the nearest neighbor coordination is far less than that in  

a pure fcc structure where N1 =12, but it is rather close to that in a k c  structure (N1 = 8). 

The similarity bemeen the modulated structure Ni overlayers and bcc Ni in tenns of t k ~  

nearest neighbor distance and coordination number may be relevant to the interpretation of 

the magnetic properties of these filmsl6~ 71 assuming a k c  structure for the Ni overlayers. 

Hnvwer, the X A F S  results presented in this work indicate that on a microscopic level the 

assumption is not valid. 

V.4) 3 ML Ni/Fe(001)---the bcc phase 

We attempted to probe: the local structure of the bcc phase of the Ni overlayers in two 

different experiments, but we could not obtain the XAFS data adequate for a detailed 

determination of the local soucture, Here we will provide a brief summary for these two 

experiments. 

fn our fmt attempt to detect the local structure of the k c  Ni, we grew a 6 ML Ni film 

on Fe(001)C at room temperature and then 'he sample was covered with 54 1( of A1 

evaporaW at a low s u b s m  temperam (-134OC). In the patticuIar growth the stmctural 

mOcfii!atim in rf;e Ni ovahyer5 oi:%wTed arogmd 4.5 M L  as indicated by the additional 

are& RrlEED fawes. In view of wfis we have found in rk 9 ML Ni case in the PEV!C)US 

&on, it is very likely that after the phase transition the first 4.5 ML of the Ni overlayers 

was no lager bcc, _4r the dme of tkre experiment this was nor mf i d  fit was believed that 
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the aclditionaI RHEED features merely reflected a mild reconstruction on the very top 

layer]. This sampIe was measured in a giancing-incidence XAFS experiment and the results 

indicated that substantial alloying occurred at the Ami interface.[36] 

Our second try to detect the local structure of the bcc Ni was made on a sample with 3 

ML of Ni grown on substrate Fe(OO1)C and 10 ML of Au grown on top of the Xi layers 

(see section IV.3.1). The rhickness of Ni was chosen to ensure that the Ni was in the pure 

k c  state (see RHEED patterns in section IV.3.l). The glancingincidence XAFS data of 

this sample were &n on beam lined W-l at SSRL. A Si(l1l) double-crqrstd 

monochromator was used with the ennance slit set at 0.5mm. To reduce harmonic 

contamination in the incident beam the monochromator was detuned above the Ni K-edge 

such that the current reading in the 1, chamber was 50% of its maximum vdue (see chapter 

IV Fig. 1 for the experimental set up). The XAFS data were acquired in all the three 

detection modes, namely ffuorescence, total-efectron-yield and reflectivity, 

Although much effort was made, the quality of the data obtained for this sample was 

inadequate for a detailed analysis. Even if the high quality data were available, the analysis 

w d d  not be straigh~oward because the top and bottom layers of the 3 ML Mi layers had 

Au and Fe as nearest neighbors respectively. This would be the case even if ideally sharp 

interfaces were assumed. In Fig. I5 the XANES of the 3 ML Ni are shown. Comparing 

the XANES in Fig. 15 with the XANES of bcc Fe (see Fig.9 of this chapter), we can see 

that sans simiEarities exist. But it is diff~cult to compare detailed features in view of the low 

dafa quality shown in Fig. 15. Nevenheless, the XANES of the 3 ML Ni is certainly 

difFerent fnrm that of fcc Ni (see Fig. 9 of this chapter) and it seems that in the gradual 

~13tlcfuraf transition from the 3 ML to 9 ML the essential features of the XANES are 

We will l m e  this section &dl the statement that the 3 ML Ni XANES results are not 

incortsis~ent with the boc snulnne assessment obtairred in RHEED and LEED studies. 



Fig. 15. SASES of 3 ML Xi  s n  EctlfOl). 



such system.[ I in view of the similarity of h'i and Cu atoms (they are adjacent in the 

films after the Cu m s l m  away from a pure bcc structure could be singled out.121 This 

idea inuigued a series d interesting resulrs in h e  studies of the coupling between ultrathin 

ilna film buffered with a Cu daathin film131 On the side of strucmd studies of the 
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The sample measured was a 8 monolayer single crystal Cu fihn epitaxirtlIy gmwn i n  

h e  MBE chamber (see chapter IV) on a Ag(001) surface, in the fom~ of a disk with 1.5 crli 

diameter. On top of the Cu fiim a single crystal Au layer of 10 ML was @own to protect the 

Cu film fnrm oxidation when it was later taken out: of the uttra-high vacuum for the 

glancingincidence EXAFS studies. 

Tfre XAFS data were! tdken on beam line N-l at SSRL operating in dedicrtted rncldt. 

with SPEAR providing a 3 GeV electran beam at a typical current of 50 mA. A Si(220) 

rloilMe~stal monochromatar was wed with the entrance slit set at QSmrn. To reduce 

iramzonic contamination in rhe incident beam the monochromator was Cetunecf above the 0 1  

#-edge such that the ctnrenr reading in the fo chamber was 50% of its maximurn value. 

W.3) Experimental Resuits 

3.1) Anomdous Dispeasim Itesults 

Because both the Au and Cu layers are very thin, the effective critical angle cp, of thc 

sample is betermined mainly by & Ag subsmre. In the energy range of Cu K-edge XAI-S, 

the &&ve is  about 6.8 d. In arder to establish the angular scale, the Fluo~xicrence, 

t a d  electron yKfd and reflectivity we= measured as a function of the incident angle whilc 

&e photon energy was kept at different constant values below and above the Cu K-edge. 

XAFS spectra: were then obtained at angles ranging from - 0.5%- to 1.5%. WhiIe taking 

peaks and ather reproducible ruapicitlus features (tag, 

q a a i  "glitches" vl), located by ems-examining the data collcr-xed 

-ushy in the three maim&, and tirz a;rimutiraS Mientation of the sample and the 

~OIWC-tor de-g d o n  were adjusted to optimize the XAFS signal. 



Due to anomafous dispersion, the near edge structure obtained by total electron yield 

and reflectivity changes with the incident angle 9, leading to a severe distortion in the near 

edge part of the data when tp approaches rp,. This is shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b) indicated 

by the systematic lineshape change as the incident angle varies. However, the fluorescence 

signal was found to tze independent of the incident angle tp (see Fig. I@)): the background 

fluorescence signals were mainly from the L edges of the Ag substrate and M edges of the 

Au cover layer and these relatively low energy fluorescence photons were stopped by the 

0.64 mm thick plexiglas cap of the total-electron yield detector. In a sense the total-electron 

detector housing acted as a high pass filter for fluorescence photons. As a result the 

armdous dispersion made a very small contribution to the fluorescence signal detected, 

zutd its effect was not visible in our data. Calculations show that the distortion in the near 

edge suuctun: of the 8 ML Cu is abut  1% of the edge jump at 10 eV above the first 

inflection paint when .r;p - R, compared with about 20% distortion if all the fluorescence 

s i g d  were detected. At incident angles yl5 0.78% the data obtained from all three 

demtim methods tend to agree with each other. 

According to the calculation in chapter If, when the sample thickness is of the order 

of 10 WIL the distortion in the EXAFS amplitude due to the anomalous dispersion is 

negiip;ibEe. This is demonstrated in Fig. l(d) where the g(k)'s at the Cu K-edge are plotted 

for diffe~nt x-ray incident angles. Clearly, there is nu detectable angular dependence of the 

amplihtk o f ~ k )  in this case. Therefm we can treat the glancing-incidence XAFS data in 

the usual fzk~hion. Tfie maximurn e m  eaused by the anomalous dispersion in this case is 

only a few percent, Tlte p~ltential consequence of this and other small effects to the analysis 

wi!! be &%bssed ftxer is &is cbdpm. 

fn &is c h p r  we analyze ~k flwmce-we data, not on1 y because it is almost free 

fmm dK d o u s  dkpmion effect but also a relatively simple way of estimating the 

cammioft needed in h e  EXAFS amplitude and phase is 
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Elg. 1. Ar?om&ms &@cx e E ~ t  in zr: ulf~.=?tfin m p f e  case. (2) XANES by total- 
elemon-yield; @) XANES by reflectivity and (c) XANES by fluorescence yield. In each 
p d  the x-ray incident angles are: i) 1.1 1 g-; ii) q.; iii) 0.89%; iv) 0 . 7 8 ~ ~ ;  v) 0 . 6 7 ~ ~  and 
vi) 0-53%. The mow-head indicates the region wkre the systematic angular dependence 
is most visible. Tfie curves are vertically displaced for clarity. 



Fig. I(d). X(k-) of 8 EAI, of Cu on Ag(OO1) at different x-ray incident 
angles: i) 1.566.; ii) 1 . 3 3 ~ ~ ;  iii) 1.119,; iv) a,; v) 0.899,; vi) 0.78qc; 
vii) 0.679, and viiif 0.539, . Higher angle data are restricted because of 
the appearance of a Bragg peak. The data acquisition time was different 
for diffe~ent incident artgks, but generally the data were noisier at high 
and low ends of the range of incident angle- The curves are vertically 
bis@aced fm cIaity. 
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The fact that glancing-incidence EXAFS is observable when Cu is covered with a 

heavier element Au even at incident angles much smaller than the critical angle is 

noteworthy. In qplications of the glancing-incidence EXAFS technique it is nonnally 

stated that a buried film or substrate can only be studied at angles less than its critical angle 

for total reflection, cp,, if the 9, of the covering layer is smaller. But this is not valid for thin 

covering layers. Calculations indicate that experimentally useful penemtion into the Gu 

layer will occur for covering films of Au up to 30 A thick. 

3.2) Results about the Structun: of the 8 ML Cu 

3.2.1) XANES 

The x-ray absorption near edge structure, XANES, of fcc Cu, 8 ML Cu and k c  Fe 

are plotted in Fig. 2(a). The reference data of fcc Cu and bcc Fe were obtained by the 

transmission method on pin-hole-free metal foils of thickness 3 p. The 8 ML Cu data 

were obtained by averaging the data sets taken in an incident angle range of 0.67% 5 (p.4 

0.87cpc using fluorescence detection, The 8 ML Cu XANES was prepared by first 

subtracting a linear fit to the pre-edge background and then normalizing to the linear fit 

above the edge. 
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Figure 24s) me XAI'IES speena of the K-edges of bulk samples of fcc Cu, k c  Fe and of 
Cu in the epitaxially grown system, Au(lOML)/Cu(8ML)/Ag(OOl). The absorption 
coefficient p O  has been normalized to unity at the edge as per text The zero of the energy 
xafe coincides with the fim inftection point for each edge. The inflection point for the 8 
A K  Gu is 0.16 eV below that for fcc Cu. 
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F i g 2 0  Tfie derivative of &e XMrn spema of Fig2(a)- 



There is a small, but reproducible, shift of the first inflection point of the 8 ML Cu 

spectrum to 0.16 l?r (3.1 eV below that of fcc Cu. 

In the XANES of fcc Cu the three peaks in the energy range 0-30 eV have been 

shown tr, be well correlated with the positions of energy eigenvalues of x;, X; and 

band states.f9 States lying on the Brillouin zone boundary have a high density of states 

because the bands are flattened and hence cmespond to peaks in the absorption spectrum. 

However, in the XANES of 8 ML Cu in the same energy range the second and third peak 

in fcc Cu are replaced by one broadened peak and the spectrum is different from that of fcc 

Cu. On the other hand, the XANES of 8 ML Cu is more similar to that of bcc Fe with 

respect to peak positions and strengths throughout the XANES energy range. The 

similarities are more evident in the derivative plots shown in Fig. 2(b). 

Based on these observations we expected that the 8 ML Ch could have a structure 

cbse to that of k c  Fe. The following EXAFS analysis confirmed this. No quantitative 

analysis is attempted here on the XANES of the 8 ML Cu. However, this XANES of a Cu 

crystal completely different from she nanKal bulk structure should serve as a good test for 

the first principle theoretical calculations of XANES that have been developed to give 

agreement with fcc CU.[ 10-131 

3-2-21 EXAFS 

The X(k) shown in Fig. 3 were extracted from the raw data by removing the post- 

edge background by a polynomial fit and nondking by the edge jump obtained by 

exmptation of finear fits in a mge about 30 eV to 130 eV above the edge. Since the ~ ( k )  

of the 8 ML Cu was evmtud1y curve fitred using empirical amplitude and phase shifts from 

fcc: Gu, a McMaster correction fm the energy dependence of the background was not 

app1ied.f The ~ ( k )  of 8 ML Cu is limited to the range shown because of the existence of 
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v v  fcc Cu - 1 
0.10 

bcc Fe- 

0.00 

Figure 3. The EXaFS interference functions ~ ( k )  of fcc Cu, k c  Fe 
and the 8 ML of Cu grown on Ag(001). 

The Fourier transforms of k ~ ( k )  are shown in Fig. 4 using the limited range of thc 8 

Cu data. In the insets of Fig. 4 are shown the mnsfonns of the reference data using a 

larger k-space range. The transforms of 8 ML Cu and k c  Fe show two peaks in the rttrge 

1.5A - 3A with a different degree of separation, while the transform of fcc Cu in  this range 

is Merent. AIthough one can not directly assign two atomic shells to the two peaks, it is 

plausible that there is more than one shell in 8 ML Cu. There is a big difference between the 

tr;msform~ of 8 ML Cu and bcc Fe in the range 4A - 5A. In this range the wnsfom of the 

bcc Fe is determined by the fourzh and fifth nearest neighbors. The fifth nearest neighbor is 

cm the body-center diagonal site; focussed multiple scattering makes the peak in the 

transform exmorcfinarily high (see &e inset). The smng damping of this feature In the 

transform of 8 ML Crr indimes again the deviation from a regular bcc structure. 



figure 4. Ihc magnitude of the Fumier transform of Q&) for fcc Cu (top), 8 ML of Cu 
(middle) and k c  Fe (bottom). The ~ ( k )  of Fig.3 were transformed over the range 2.3 s k 
< 8.0 using a rectangular window function. The insets show the magnitudes of the 
Fourier @ansforms with k,, = 15 A-2 and a 10% Gaussian window. 
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VI.4) Data analysis 

4.1) Beating analysis 

When a large k-range ~ ( k )  is available, the beating analysis can quantitatively 

determine[151 AR as we have already shown in section II.2.2.3. To indicate the accomcy 

with which AR can be determined, we consider the case of bcc Fe. In k c  Fe the distance 

difference between the f i t  two shells is AR = 0.385 Using a Fourier transform 

with a k-space transfom range of 2 - 16 A-I and a R-space back- wnsform range of 1.42 - 
3.07 A, the first order beat node was determined consistently in both the amplitude and 

phase derivative to be kl = 4.05 + 0.04 A-1, where the error bar was estimated by changing 

the ranges of the transfom~ windows. Using kiAR = ld2, we get AR = 0.388 + 0.004 A, 

ie., an error less than 0.01 A compared to the exact value. 

In the case of the 8 ML Cu film, the k-space data range is limited to about 8 A-1 and 

consequently the first two shells are not wdl separated from higher shells in the transfoml. 

When Fourier filtering is applied, the transfom artifacts and the correlation behveen the 

treat node position and quantities like coordination numbers and Debye-Walfer factors start 

to have noticeable effects on the value determined for the beat node. Tests of using the 

beating analysis on the k c  Fe data over the restricted k-space data range showed that the 

enor io AR could be as much as 0.03 A depending on the details of the transform 

procedures. However, if the analysis is applied to the 8 ML Cu and bcc Fe in a systematic 

way, comparison provides structural information which then can be used as a guideline for 

a detaited modeling and, permits one to check the consistency of results from different 

analysis techniques. 

Using a rectangular window the Fourier transform of &(k) (Fig.4) of the 8 ML Cu 

between 1.38 A and 3.35 A was Fourier filtered and the amplitude and pbase were 

extracted, Fig.5 shows the results for the derivative of the phase as a function of k. For 

cxxnparison the results for bCG Fe and fcc Cu, prepared in the same manner, are al.w 



shown. The strong beating effect in bib k z  Fe and the 8 ML Cu are clearly evident, i.e. 

similar to bcc Fe the first and second shdls of the 8 ML Cu have a small separation. The 

gradual modification in the low k part of the derivative of the phase of fcc Cu is probably 

due to transform artifacts. For the 8 ML Cu the beating node is at 4.52 A-1; by applying 

k M  = IJ2 we have ARCU = 0.348 A. Similarly for k c  Fe the node is at 4.25 A-1, g iv i~g  

ARfi = 0.370 A, which is 0.015 shorter than the exact value. Due to the limited 

resolution these numbers depend on the details of the transforms, however the relative 

beating node separation is meaningful. In Fig.5 it also can be seen that the depth of the dip 

in the phase derivative of 8 ML Cu is much smaller than that of bcc Fe. From a detailed 

rrtodeling study, in which ~ ( k )  was constructed from equation (II-3a), we conclude that the 

smaller depth of the dip for the Cu is mainly due to a decrease in NdN1 and an increase in 

4 - 4. The mean free path is not important here. 

Figure 5. The phase derivatives of the 8 ML Cu (solid), bcc Fe 
(dash dot) and fcc Cu (dash). 



Quaiitativeiy the above beating analysis provide us with the foliowing Fdcts: the 8 ML 

Cu has a smcrure somewhat similar to a M y  -centered one, the bond length difference 
8 7  

between the first two coordination shells is shorter than that in bm Fe and the quantity 
1 

2 2 
e-(5 - cl) of 8 k4t Cu is smaller than that of bcc Fe. These are the constraints for the 

model-dependent analysis discussed in the following. 

4.2) Curve-fitting 

To solve the sfructure quantitatively we applied a non-linear l es t  squares curve 

fitting. The empirical Cu scattering amplitude and phase were extracted from bulk 

msmission data using rhe cmventional Fourier filtering technique, The directly extracted 
1 

empirical EXAFS function was 7 1~&k)e-2$k2e-~f  /A which was 
kR1 

multiplied by kR$N1 to get the effective atomic scattering amplitude @ ( k ) 0 e - 2 d k ' e - ~ ~ / ~ .  

The R1 and N1 used for fcc Cu were 2.556 A and 12.[161 This means that we neglected 

any possible differences between the values for $ and A. in bulk and in the thin film  st;^. 

Tfie AEQ was always fixed at 0- 

The k3X(k) (2.85 A 5 k d 7.42 A) of 8 ML Cu was Fourier transformed using a 1 Or% 

Gaussian window and the cunre fitting was applied to its Fourier transform in R-space 

within me range 0.8 A S R  1 2.8 A. Four pa~a~~lf7tem were varied: the nearest and the 

5econd nearest n e i g h h  bond fen*, R1 and R2, and the corresponding mean-squared- 

relative displacements 4 and a$. The result is listed in TABLE I where 

~ 4 = d  L 8ML clt - 2 ~i clt- The exrw bars are defined in the wune way as discussed in 

chtqerv. 



TARLEA Results of fitting Vre Cu K-edge EXAFS spectrum. Fixed parameters: AEu 

paramem to an acceptable loel- The values of Nl and Nz in Table I ar~l those far a perfect 

bcx sttuctm. The results of RI and R2 w a e  na sensitive to the changes in N or 8: 

varying MI between 7 and 8 and NdNE between 0.60 and 0-75 gave essentially the same 



Figure 6. R--~pace w e  fitting of 8 klL (2u. The vertical dash line at 
2 8  A indicates the upper Limit of the fining range, above which the 
contribution of multiple scattering from the nearest nei g h b r  
triangular pa& is ~ ~ ~ c m l .  
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Ref. 19, reductions in the effecti~~e coordination numbers for the first and second shells are 

calcul&d to be 5% and 0% respectively. Besides the polarizatiofi effect the residual 

anomalous dispersion effect will also cause a reduction in the effective coordination 

number, and in addition, a small constant EXAFS phase shift. It can be shown that the 

effect becames less important as the film becomes thinner. In om particular case of 8 ML 

Cu, the effective coordinatiors number reduction is only about 3% when tp < and the 

additional constant phase shift is less than 0.06 rad for any incident angle. Botb the 

amplitrrcfe and phase corrections are practically independent of photon energy in the 

EXAFS range. With t kse  amplitude and phase corrections implemented, the fitting result 

for RE,  R2 and the residual sum of squares essentially remain the same as the values in 

Table I. but ~ n f  and AC$ are changed to 0.5~103 and 6.5~10-3 respectively. 

VI.5) Discussion 

The fcc Ag (001) sdace rotated 4S0 can be viewed as a primitive squm lattice with a 

m e f s e  kltice constant a&@ = 2.89 A, where a~~ = 4.09 A is the lattice constant of 

fcc Ag, it is h w n  from the RHEED study that the transverse lattice in the Cu film has a 

four-fdd symmetry and has a transverse lattice mnstmt very close to that of the square Ag 

a m  arraYj31 To minimize the surface free energy the logical sites fn the fust monolayer 

Cu atoms are the four-fold synrmetqr hollow sites in the center of the square cornered by 

faun Ag atoms which are the minima of he substrate-kduced periodic potential. For the 

stme =ason, tfee secured and the fdlowing Cu layers should also grow on the four-fold 

spmmy sites This process lea& us to haw either bodycentered cubic or face-centered 

the surface m m d  dgecdan, U e  equals the transverse lattice m s ~ a n t ,  a', the structure is 
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so the bonds of length R = c in the normal direction were not detected. Therefore there was 

no need to include another shell very close to the second nearest neighbor in the fining. Thc 

second nearest neighbor distance Rz =2.88A then is equal to the transverse lattice consrant 

a'. Although this square lattice has a 20% lamce mismatch with fcc Cu (lattice constmtl 161 

= 3.615 A), the lateral atomic registry on the Ag surface is conserved. in this ~gilrcf the 

EXAFS result essentially agrees with that from RHEED. The vertical lattice const&ant in ii 

body-centered tetragonal is c = ( 4~ :  - 2R:)ln. From the data in TABLE 1. we have c = 

3.10 2 0.09 A, where the error bar is deduced from those of R1 and R2. So based on the 

fitting d y s i s  we conclude that the 8 ML Cu has a body-centered temgonal lattice with c/o 

= f .076 -+ 0.043, i.e. it is (7.6 It 4.31% expandec! ii-om a k c  structure along the surface 

ncrrmaJ. direction. The erxur bars were estimated conservatively and represent an 

werestimate (see discussions in chapter V). 

To this point our s t r u m  conclusions are based only on EXAFS data. If we assilnle 

the transverse lattice constant of 2-90 as measured with RHEED and assume a bcc 

stname, then the nearest neighbor distance would be 2.515 A which is significantly 

smaller than the value R2 = 2.56 2 0.02 A determined from EXAFS. The value of R1 in k t  

is the same as in fcc Cu (R! = 2.556 A), but the atomic volume for bct is 9% larger than for 

fcc cu. 

Using XPD Egebff and Jacob reported that the vertical expansion of Cu on Ag((X)1) 

d a c e  is about 4%.153 The waple in the XPD study had 6.5 ML Cu on Ag((X)l) and no 

anrering l l l i i faid on top of it, It has been observed that araund 8 ML during the growth the 

E E D  became slightly rmeandi2Ql The expansion obtained by the glancing-incidence 

DbWS is somewhat -aa This m y  Isrt. due re differences k!wm fhe ampies s!dicd. 

Since the -elancing-iincidence XAFS technique averages over all of the Cu atom ia the 

sample and the p w t h  of Cu on Ag is nut thermodynamically favorable f the surfacefree- 

nngy of Cu is slightly higher &an that of A & ~ ~ ]  j, the possibility of inferdiffusion at the 

in&zfaas must be cansiEEered If during the p w t h  of the first few monolayers of Cu on 
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the Ag the &sorbed atoms were agglomerated or intermixed with the substrate atoms, the 

KHEED intensity oscillations would not start from the first monolayer deposited. [ 22,231 

However for the  sample used in this study the W E D  intensity oscillations were observed 

from the beginning to the end of the growth of Cu layers. A similar structure of CH 

epitaxially grown on Ag(001) bas been studied by X P D , ~ ~ ]  which is an effective technique 

for detecting surface alloying or interdiffusion:[ 24, 251 no interdiffusion was reported. For 

the interface between the Au cover layer and the Cu fdm the intermixing of the two 

elements is more unlikely. This growth is thermodynamically favorable from the surface- 

free-energy point of view and the result from a photoemission study on a Au/Cu(bulk 

plycrystal) interface indicates that no interdiffusion is o b ~ e r v e b [ ~ ~ ]  This is supported by 

om RHEED measurements during the growth of the Au overlayer. Cu grows in a simple 

square lattice while Au shows a compiex reconstruction comesponding to a cormgated 

(I 1 I) surface layer of epitaxial Au(001). It is expected that intennixing would affect the 

characteristic reconstruction of AIL Since the reconstruction was not affected it seems that 

the interdiffusion is unlikely. 

To assess the sensitivity of EXAFS to interdiffusion we have considered two models 

for the EXAFS interference function ~ ( k ) .  The first model assumed a perfect epitaxial 

m u r e  Au(001)B R/U, of k t  WAg(001). In this case, the Cu in the bottom layer has 4 

Ag atoms as nearest neighbors and 4 n.n. C3u and the Cu in the top layer has 4 Au an. and 

4 C\r n-n. Averaging over the 8 ML of Cu, the effective n.n. coordination of Cu becomes 

7.0 Cu, 0.5 Au and 0.5 Ag. The second modd assumed diffusion occurs with the top and 

bartm layer of Cu inmhanging completely with the interfacial Au and Ag layers 

zespx:iv;i:Iy% #ii'~W dming ;he =mixre or k15cz piirzmei~. me df~.cthr: n . ~ .  

d n a b a  ~umsbm fix CE !xames 5 Cs, 1.5 4 u  a d  1.5 48. Both mode! 3ffk) w m  

fined under tha assumptkn that the Cu has oatliy Cu atoms as nearest neighbors. The 

model grve a x', xesidd slrm of errm, ths was a fmm of five larger than for [he 

fim m#ldei and mld be safely ~~. H O W F Y : ~ ~  it would be difficult to distinguish the 
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first model from the case in which Cu had only Cu as nearest neighbors. Based on these 

discussions we rule out the possibility of severe interdiffusion in our sample. 

Our study of the 8 ML Cu film is relevant to the magnetic behavior of Fe/Ci@t: 

trilayers on Ag(001). Heinrich has shown that the exchange coupling depends on the 

thickness of the Cu interlayer, changing from ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic for greater 

than 8 ML of cu.L3] Recently an ob initio calculation was carried out by H e m n ,  Sticht 

and Schilfgaarde on the magnetic properties of Fe/Cu superlattices assuming a perfect bcc 

Cu in the film and the result did not reproduce the sign change in the magnetic cotipling 

between Fe layers with different Cu layer thickness.f6] It would be quite interesting to x e  

whether the tetragonal model suggested in this study can provide some funher clue for the 

understanding of the physicai mechanism of the oscillatory magnetic coupling. 

In conclusion, we have applied glancing-incidence XAFS to a buried single crystal 

Cu film only 8 monolayers thick, It is demonstrated that when the top passive layer is a 

heavier element, but thin (1 0 PlrlL in this case), the glancing-incidence technique is still 

applicable. When the film of interest has a thickness of a few monolayers like the case here, 

the d o u s  dispersion effects in fluorescence yield can be eliminated by filtering out the 

signal from the substrate and the covering layer. This makes it possible to get practically 

distMtion free X A m  without complicated data processing which would need detailed 

knowledge of the optical parameters of every layer. The XANES obtained for the novel Cu 

structure is strikingly different from that for normal fcc Cu. This XANES of a Cu crystal 

ampletely different from ihe natud bulk structure should serve as a good test for the first 

principle themetical caldat io~lf  OfXANES of Cu metal. 

Erom detailed EXAFS analysis, we c m l u d e  that the structure of the 8 NIL Gu film is 

body centered tesagmal with lattice constants o = 2.88 A and c = 3.10 A, with the c-axis 

(perpendicular to the substrate) being expanded 7.6% relative to the k c  suucture. 



Chapter Vff Summary and Outtook 

In the work of this thesis we have successfully applied glancing-incidence XAFS 

spectroscopy to structural studies of ultrathin metastable metallic Ni and Cu films on 

Fe(001) and Ag(001) surfaces respectively. 

From the technical view point, we have investigated the interpretation of the XAFS 

data for the epitaxial systems obtained i~ glancing-incidence in different sample thickness 

situations and cornpared different detection mechanisms under the same experimental 

conditions. We found that in the ultrathin fiLm limit (< 10 ML) the EXAFS spectrum 

obtained h the glancing-incidence mode is virtually distortion free and the distortion in 

XANES can be virtually eliminared by energy discrimination of the detected signal. 

The ultrathin Ni/Fe(001) and Cu/Ag(001) systems were found to possess interesting 

sh-ucturat and magnetic 21 In this work the local structures of these systems 

were characterized fw the first time. For the Ni(Fe(001) epitaxial systems studied in this 

work, we have determined the local structure of the novel Ni overlayers on Fe(QO1) in both 

the stabilized state je-g. 37 ML) and the transition state (e.g. 9 ML): in the stabilized state 

rhe Ni overtayers have a local s t f t r m  litmost identical to that of fcc Ni metal while in the 

transition state the Ni overlayers have a local structure distinctly Merent from either the 

k c  or fcc structure but with an average atomic volume close to that of bcc Fe. These results 

indicate that the microsGopic origin of the magnetic properties has to be related to a defect- 

induced model because once ttte Mi thickness passes the critical region (3-6 ML) the 

fnucture is definitely riut kboc, The b z d  sfrucnual parameters of NifFe(001) obtained in this 

wrork wiii sene as m g  coma;bints in any further modeling of the endre s t r u m  which 

is aseiliiiif for thmifgir tmfkKm~ngs u f k  magnetic pm@s of &is sysrem 

in the other system we have stMiied, Cu($m)/Ag(Wl), by com?$oing the 

in6"oimiltSani &orn IUEED d -ng-inei&m PCAFS we have determined the structure 
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to be bct with the c axis (perpendiculx to the subswdte) being expanded 7.6% relative to tilt3 

a axis. This result may be heipful ir, unravelling the difficulties encountered in 

understanding theoretically the role played by the Cu layers in the magnetic couplings in 

Fe/Cu/Fe Wayers on Ag(001). An initial f i t  principles eeIculation carried out by Hennnn 

et. a1.[31 showed that in an Fe/Cn superlattice with Cu having a bcc structure the exch:a,ge 

coupling between successive Fe slabs does not exhibit the ferromagnetic to 

antiferromagnetic crossover observed experimentally at about 9 ML of Cu. With iniproved 

nmerical accuracy the same caicuiation indicated that the exchange coupling indeed 

switches from ferromagnetic to antifemmagnetic, but the corresponding crossover Cu 

thickness was f a  smaller than the experimentally observed value. The large structural 

distortion in the Cu structure found in this work (cia deviates by 7.6% imm unity) can 

have drastic effects on the detailed shape of the Fermi surface and on the density of states at 

tbe FemrI level, even tilting the balance from ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic coupling at 

some Cu spacer thickness.[31 

The above results indicate to some d e , ~  bdh the power and the limitation of 

applying & I  glancing-incidence XAf;S to ulthatbin ep i~x id  systems. The technique 

provides an efficient (due to the surf- sensitivity wmanted by the glancing-incidence 

technique) and  ambiguous (due to die element selectivity of XAFS) identification of 

local stru~tlne of the element of interest whi& can be used to dis5nguish different crystal 

stmctmd models proposed for ttK, system Contrasted t_s the eiecrmn-detection based 

d a e e  mchnal tools (where normally only the tap few nmnulayers sampled) and the 

&-based t ads  (where the coherent parts of the signal are dominant), glancing- 
- - 
mdeme ;r;&FS samples togettier vinuaify all rhe atom of the element of interest in such 

dtnrrlrin epitaxial systems- Anot;ber advantage of glandng-incidence XAFS over the 

c a n w d d  Slllface tools like RkBED a d  LEED is that the buried layers can be studied 

xri-emdifficuilsieshan to the: f a  that the overlayer structure a n  be 

"ckfhdm by the subsnate it is d w  ptssli1.e- tbat the epitaxial corering layen rm 
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the top will also modify the sanple structure to a certain extent. In such cases the structural 

study using glancing-incidence XAFS is truly in sz'tu. The limitation of the technique lies 

upon the fact that by the local structure information alone it is not enough to characterize 

thoroughly the structural properties of such systems. 

The work in this thesis represents one of the frst attempts of applying the XAFS on 

mtastabie epitaxial metdlic layers. There is still a great deal of the potential capability of 

the glancing-incidence XAFS technique to be explored. For example, all the results 

preseoted ic this work were cbtained with the electric vector of the synchrotron radiation 

parallel with the sample smface, which means that the vertical interplanar distances could 

only be deduced i n d i d y .  Using the available sample positioning apparatus described in 

chapter Hi, an experiment with the electric vector perpendicular to the sample surface can 

be perf-. Th; resdts ubtai~ed in this sample orientation would greatly increase the 

ancur;~cy of the interplanar distance determination. When the system does not have a cubic 

s m q ,  this piece of idomtion will be very helpful in undersmding the structure. To 

axxiate the structural changes in diSerent thicknesses of the epitaxial overlayers with the 

continuous modulation of the m p t i c  properties of the system, a s b u c W  study on a 

smies of samples with different Ni thicknesses aught to be conducted. With the realization 

thar h e  gancing-incidence XAFS technique can be @ i d  on a system with a heavier 
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the new phases obtained by the glancing-incidence technique should serve as good tests for 

the first-principles theoretical calcuiations (e-g. the XAhTES of the kt Cu discussed in 

chapter VI). 

With a synchrotron radiation source, m e  can jointly apply glancing-incidence x-ray 

diffraction and glancing-incidence XAFS on she epitaxial layers. This combined technique 

may be able to provide the ultimate structural characterization of a complex epitaxial system 

such as the Nif %P/UI)/!?e(OOf ). 
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